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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

It is known that extracellular signal-regulated kinases 1 and 2 (ERK1/2) play 

important roles in development and maintenance of skeletal muscles in vitro and in vivo. 

However, it is not clear whether muscle ERK1/2 can regulate neuromuscular junction 

(NMJ) structure and function and (or) have unique substrates and downstream pathways 

in skeletal muscle. Previously, we generated an ERK 1/2 double knockout (DKO) mouse 

line using germ line Erk1 mutation and Cre-loxP deletion of Erk2. Those DKO animals 

were viable after birth but displayed stunted postnatal growth, muscle weakness, and 

shorter lifespan. Next, two typical fast-twitch muscles, the sternomastoid (STN) and the 

tibialis anterior (TA), were examined. A mixture of fiber loss and mild muscle atrophy 

was found, and STN but not TA underwent partial denervation. To explore the role of 

ERK1/2 in slow-twitch, type 1 muscle fibers, we studied the mutant soleus muscle 

(SOL) in the aspect of morphology, expression of denervation and synaptic markers, and 

mitochondrial function. Next, we examined the status of bone morphogenetic (BMP) 

signaling in mutant SOL and myotubes by measuring mRNA and phosphorylation level 

of several BMP components.   

It is shown that young adult mutant SOL was drastically wasted, with highly 

atrophied type 1 fibers, denervation at most synaptic sites, induction of “fetal” 

acetylcholine receptor (AChRγ) subunit, reduction of “adult” AChRε subunit, and 

impaired mitochondrial function. In weanlings, fiber morphology and mitochondrial 

markers were normal, yet AChRγ upregulation and AChRε downregulation were 
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observed. In mutant weanlings, most of the fetal AChRs appeared at NMJs on type1 

muscle fibers. These results suggest that: (1) ERK1/2 are critical for slow-twitch fiber 

growth; (2) a defective γ/ε-AChR subunit switch, preferentially at synapses on slow 

fibers, precedes denervation and wasting of mutant SOL; (3) the neuromuscular synapse 

is a primary subcellular target for muscle ERK1/2 function in vivo. 

 It is shown that mutant SOL exhibited alterations in the BMP pathway: 

decreased expression of Bmpr1b, unchanged expression of the target gene Id-1, the 

negative regulator Noggin and the intracellular kinase Smad6, and unchanged 

phosphorylation level of Smad1/5/8. These experiments suggest that unlike normal 

muscle, BMP signaling is not activated in mutant SOL after denervation. However, 

Bmpr1b expression and Smad1/5/8 phosphorylation were not altered in BMP-treated 

myotubes subjected to pharmacological inhibition of ERK1/2 activation. These results 

suggest that ERK1/2 regulate BMP signaling in SOL through an indirect mechanism. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 

The Neuromuscular Junction (NMJ) is a specific synapse formed by a tripartite 

cellular structure in the peripheral nervous system: the nerve terminal of motor neurons, 

the skeletal muscle fiber cell membrane (a.k.a. sarcolemma) and surrounding terminal 

Schwann cells1. When an action potential arrives to the presynaptic terminal of motor 

neurons, the voltage-dependent calcium channels open and the influx calcium binds to 

Synaptotagmin, triggering neurotransmitter release into the synaptic cleft. Next, the 

NMJ-specific neurotransmitter, acetylcholine (ACh), binds to nicotinic acetylcholine 

receptors (nAChRs) on the sarcolemma and induces depolarization of the muscle fiber, 

causing a cascade that eventually leads to muscle contraction1. Neurotransmission is 

terminated by the hydrolysis of ACh by the enzyme acetylcholinesterase (AChE), which 

accumulates in the synaptic cleft, the extracellular space between the presynaptic 

terminal and the postsynaptic membrane. The NMJ develops, functions and is 

maintained by numerous small molecules. For example, the binding of Agrin (a 

proteoglycan, secreted from nerve terminal) to LRP4 (low-density lipoprotein receptor-

related protein 4) and Musk (the muscle-specific kinase, residing on the sarcolemma) 

initiates the formation of acetylcholine receptors (AchR) clusters 2; the proteins in the 

active zone (the site of ACh release) keep synaptic vesicles in place nearby the 

presynaptic membrane and mediate synaptic vesicle fusion3. Dysfunction of any of those 
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“synaptic molecules” can impair the integrity of the NMJ and eventually cause 

neuromuscular disease. 

Neuromuscular disease (NMD) is a very comprehensive term that includes many 

illnesses that impair the functional ability of muscles caused by either direct pathology 

of muscle or indirect pathology of nerve. In the latter situation, some diseases are 

derived from the central nervous system in the brain, such as Parkinson’s disease, 

Huntington’s disease. Some disorders have lower motor neuron problems, such as Spinal 

Muscular Atrophy. The remaining are mixed upper and lower motoneuron problems, 

like Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (a.k.a.  Lou Gehrig’s disease). 

 On the other hand, many muscle disorders induce NMD as well. Acquired 

myasthenia gravis is an NMD caused by auto-immune responses to the acetylcholine 

receptor (AChR), which binds to neurotransmitter acetylcholine at neuromuscular 

junctions (NMJs) 4. In Duchenne’s and Becker’s muscular dystrophy, patients 

genetically lose the ability to produce normal dystrophin, a sizable rod-like protein that 

maintains the stability of the sarcolemma and NMJs5.These diseases have relatively clear 

pathological mechanisms while others do not. The lamins are a group of proteins that are 

components of the nuclear envelope. Emery–Dreifuss muscular dystrophy is an NMD 

caused by mutation of these genes.  The nuclear envelope regulates the movement of 

many molecules in and out of nuclei, which is important for the activity of many cell 

signaling pathways. For example, the Ras-Extracellular signal-Regulated Kinase 1 and 2 

(ERK1/2) pathway is dysregulated in the autosomal type of Emery–Dreifuss muscular 

dystrophy6, however, the correlation between Ras-ERK dysregulation in muscle and 
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pathology of the disease is largely unknown. Rasopathies, rare syndromes of genetic 

origin with accompanying skeletal muscle abnormalities, are caused by germline 

mutation of genes that alter Ras-ERK pathways7.  

Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinases (MAPKs), a group of intracellular signaling 

pathways, control multiple biological processes, including cellular proliferation, 

differentiation, apoptosis, adhesion, etc.8 Each MAPK pathway contains a three-tiered 

kinase cascade: a MAPK Kinase Kinase (MAP3Ks), a MAPK Kinase (MAP2Ks) and a 

MAPK8. Extracellular signal-Regulated Kinase1 and 2 (ERK1/2) is one member of this 

family and respond to several growth factors and are activated through Ras-Raf 

(MAP3Ks) - MEK1/2(MAP2Ks)-ERK1/2(MAPK) cascade9. ERK1/2 can either 

translocate into the nucleus and phosphorylate substrates, like transcriptional factors, or 

activate other substrates within the cytosol10.  

It has been known that ERK1/2 play important roles in development and 

maintenance of skeletal muscles. In cell culture, ERK 1/2 is implicated in the regulation 

of myoblast proliferation11, and ERK2 is reported to promote myocyte fusion and 

survival12.  Work from the Rimer lab showed that ERK 1/2 seem to be in a feedback 

loop that suppresses AChR clustering induced by the proteoglycan Agrin13. Besides, it 

has been shown that ERK1/2 maintain skeletal muscle mass in adults14 and control both 

the slow-twitch (a.k.a. type1) 15 and fast-twitch muscle fiber phenotypes (a.k.a. type2) 16.  

However, it is not clear whether muscle ERK1/2 can interact with specific 

synaptic molecules and eventually regulate NMJ function just like dystrophin. In 

addition, ERK1/2 is a universally expressed protein kinase in mammalian cells but may 
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have unique features and functions in skeletal muscle. Until now, no muscle-specific 

ERK1/2 substrate and pathway have been identified. Lastly, in terms of disease, the 

exact mechanism of the correlation between dysfunction of ERK1/2 and the pathology 

of Emery–Dreifuss muscular dystrophy and Rasopathies related muscle atrophy is not 

fully understood. 

To begin answering those questions, previously17, for the first time, we generated 

an ERK 1/2 double knockout (DKO) mouse line using germ line Erk1 mutation and Cre-

loxP deletion of Erk2. Those DKO animals were viable after-birth but displayed stunted 

postnatal growth, muscle weakness, and shorter lifespan. Next, two typical fast twitch 

muscles, the sternomastoid (STN) and the tibialis anterior (TA), were examined at 9-14 

weeks of age. A mixture of fiber loss and mild muscle atrophy was found with minimal 

changes in fiber type composition. In STN, but not TA, terminal axonal sprouting and 

upregulation of the fetal AChR -subunit mRNA were seen, documenting evidence of 

partial denervation.  In addition, NMJs in both mutant muscles showed fragmentation. 

In chapter II, we continue studying the phenotype in ERK1/2 DKO Soleus 

(SOL), a typical slow twitch muscle. Young adult mutant soleus was drastically wasted, 

with highly atrophied type 1 fIbers, denervation at most synaptic sites, induction of 

“fetal” AChRγ, reduction of “adult” AChRε, and impaired mitochondrial biogenesis and 

function. In weanlings, fiber morphology and mitochondrial markers were mostly 

normal, yet AChRγ upregulation and AChRε downregulation were observed. Synaptic 

sites with fetal AChRs in weanling muscle were ~3% in control and ~40% in mutants, 

with most of the latter on type 1 fibers. These results suggest that: (1) ERK1/2 are 
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critical for slow-twitch fiber growth; (2) a defective γ/ε-AChR subunit switch, 

preferentially at synapses on slow fibers, precedes wasting of mutant soleus; (3) 

denervation is likely to drive this wasting, and (4) the neuromuscular synapse is a 

primary subcellular target for muscle ERK1/2 function in vivo. 

BMP signaling is activated after nerve transection-induced denervation18, and we 

found ERK1/2 DKO SOL has the cardinal signs of denervation. In chapter III, we 

examined the status of BMP signaling in ERK1/2 DKO SOL. We found increased 

expression of Gdf5 (a.k.a. BMP14), Gdf6 (a.k.a. BMP13), decreased expression of 

Bmpr1b, unchanged expression of Id-1, Noggin and Smad6, and unchanged 

phosphorylation level of Smad1/5/8 in ERK1/2 DKO SOL. However, Bmpr1b 

expression and Smad1/5/8 phosphorylation were not altered in BMP-treated myotubes 

subjected to pharmacological inhibition of ERK1/2 activation. We conclude that: (1) 

ERK1/ 2 regulate denervation induced- BMP signaling activation in skeletal muscle, at 

least in SOL; (2) Reduced expression of Bmpr1b, unchanged expression of Noggin and 

Smad6, are potential factors that account for inefficient BMP activation in ERK1/2 DKO 

skeletal muscle; (3) ERK1/2-regulated BMP activation probably depends on changes of 

ERK1/2 downstream gene expression rather than direct interaction through kinase 

activity. 

1.2 NMJ  

1.2.1 Structure, function and development 

As early as 19th century, after he examined many species, Wilhelm Friedrich 

Kühne firstly described NMJ as the communication site between motor neurons and 
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multinucleated muscle cells, myofibers19 He proposed the function of NMJ is to transmit 

signals from nerve to skeletal muscle20. Motor neurons, skeletal muscle fibers, and 

terminal Schwann cells (tSC) are the three major components of NMJ and kranocytes is 

probably the fourth component at NMJ20, 21 (also see Fig 1.1). At the NMJ of an adult, 

each myofiber is only innervated by one motor axon.  However, axonal branching from a 

single motor neuron can innervate multiple myofibers. This motor neuron and all the 

myofibers it innervates are called one motor unit22. The terminal Schwann cells surround 

the nerve terminal tightly and are considered to be critical to many aspects of NMJ, such 

as formation, regeneration, synaptic transmission and long-term maintenance20, 23, 24.  

The nerve terminal usually becomes larger for neurotransmitter release. The synaptic 

vesicle is tiny lipid layer structure that contains neurotransmitter inside25. Many synaptic 

vesicles tethering firmly to the surface of the presynaptic membrane along with 

concentrated proteins related to neurotransmitter release is named active zone. The 

postsynaptic membrane, or so-called Sarcolemma, folds up and down to increase the 

surface, tightly aligns with presynaptic terminals, positions directly across the active 

zones and has most of their neurotransmitter receptors at the crests, allowing for efficient 

synaptic transmission19. The space between presynaptic terminal and sarcolemma is the 

synaptic cleft, which contains numerous synaptic molecules that facilitate NMJ function, 

such as AChE26.  

Sir Henry Hallett Dale in 1914 discovered the first neurotransmitter ACh, which 

is the dominant neurotransmitter type at vertebrate’NMJs27.  When synaptic transmission 

happens, voltage-gated calcium channels sense the action potential at nerve terminal and 
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open for calcium influx. The high concentration of calcium in cytoplasm triggers 

synaptic vesicle fusion onto the presynaptic membrane and eventually neurotransmission 

release (Ach) through exocytosis20. The neurotransmitter receptors on the postsynaptic 

membrane at NMJ are classified as nicotinic, but they actually bind nicotine very 

weakly28.They bind strongly to components of certain types of snake venom, such as a-

bungarotoxin (BTX). The skeletal muscle AChR is a heteropentamer that contains 2 , 

1, 1 and 1δ subunits (In an adult, the subunit will be gradually replaced by the  

subunit29). ACh binds to the α subunits at their interfaces with neighboring γ () and δ 

subunits, allowing for a short opening time of the cation channel and the influx of 

sodium30. 

This cation flow generates “synaptic potential,” followed by a series of reactions 

and eventually leads to muscle contraction. Again, the normal function of NMJ is 

ensured by the specialized structure at both pre and post-synaptic membrane: (1) 

enlarged nerve terminal contains enough synaptic vesicle within the active zone: (2) the 

dense AChR clustering reside on the crest of “junction folds” and align with the active 

zone. 
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Figure 1.1. Cellular components of an NMJ.  
The NMJ is comprised of three elements: presynaptic motor nerve terminal, postsynaptic 

membrane (sarcolemma) and terminal Schwann cells. Kranocytes, the possible forth 

component at NMJ, is also shown. Adapted with permission from Current Topics in 

Developmental Biology by Wenxuan Liu,Joe V. Chakkalakal, 2018, Elsevier, 

Amsterdam, Netherlands. Copyright [2018] by Elsevier159. 

 

  

 

How does the skeletal muscle get innervated?  Before the motor axon arrives, 

primitive AChR clusters appear in the central region of myotubes in a nerve-independent 

manner known as pre-patterning. This muscle self-regulation process suggests that 

muscle have a vital role in the initial development of NMJs31. Motor axons reach some, 

of the pre-patterned AChR clusters and innervate them but also generate other AChR 

clusters de novo. Then the innervated clusters become large while the un-innervated ones 

eventually disappear32. In the beginning, these immature AChR clusters are multi-

innervated by motor axons. Later, the redundant axonal input will be removed by a 

process called synaptic elimination33 so that each myofiber is innervated by only one 

axon. As the NMJ becomes mature, the postsynaptic membrane invaginates to create 

junctional folds where AChRs begin to accumulate. As a result, NMJ is shaped from a 
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“plaque” like look to a typical “pretzel” like appearance34. Certainly, AChR complete 

subunit composition changes at the same period. Remarkably, the density of AChR in 

the synaptic regions increase from 1000/ μm2  to 10000/ μm2 and that in the extra-

synaptic sites drop to as low as < 10/μm2. This postsynaptic AChR rearrangement 

largely depends on the key molecular mechanism: the agrin – Lrp4 - Musk axis. Agrin, a 

proteoglycan, is secreted mostly by the motor neurons and crucial for stabilizing and 

redistributing AChR clusters at synaptic domains35.  The binding of neuronal agrin to the 

transmembrane protein Lrp4 activates the Muscle specific kinase, Musk36, 37. Then active 

Musk results in AChR clustering at the synaptic sites through Rapsyn, a peripheral 

membrane protein that binds both to cytoskeletal proteins and AChRs 38. Conversely, 

ACh induces depolarization of the myofibers, suppressing AChR gene expression and 

speeding up AChR degradation in other regions of the myofiber39, 40. During NMJ 

maturation, the presynaptic terminal changes as well. Active zone’s numbers increases 

and the density of neurotransmission-related protein goes up. This presynaptic 

differentiation is partly induced by the “retrograde signals” from myofibers. For 

example, some types of fibroblast growth factors (e.g., FGF7) participate in synaptic 

vesicle accumulation and presynaptic differentiation41. Glial cell-derived neurotrophic 

factor (GDNF) and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) also mediate presynaptic 

maturation and synapse elimination42, 43. Furthermore, tSC secretes molecules such as 

transforming growth factor β (TGFβ) to promote NMJ maturation44. Lastly, Lrp4, the 

critical transmembrane protein for postsynaptic AChR clustering, is also suggested to be 
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necessary for presynaptic differentiation by binding to motor axons and inducing 

clustering of synaptic-vesicle and active-zone proteins in a Musk independent manner45. 

1.2.2 Regeneration & muscle re-innervation  

After peripheral nerve lesion, the distal end of axon undergoes a process called 

Wallerian degeneration. The cell membrane, cytoskeleton, and organelles of axon 

quickly disrupt and the myelin sheath peels off from the axon46. Next, the myelinating 

Schwan cells transform to a proliferative status, phagocytose axons/myelin debris and 

secrete cytokines/chemokines to recruit macrophages. The resident macrophages and 

recruited macrophages together clean the remaining myelin debris and produce 

molecules that assist axon regeneration47. Active Schwann cells form a cellular conduit 

named Bands of Büngner to provide guidance for axon regeneration and release 

neurotrophic factors to promote axon outgrowth as well48, 49. When the proximal axon 

grows closer to the distal end plate, terminal Schwann cells take over the job to continue 

to guide the axon until the targeted synaptic site is re-innervated5.  The previously 

denervated synaptic site will be re-innervated by the regenerating axon when the damage 

is not severe; significant nerve injury could lead to re-innervation of a remodeled 

synaptic region50.  Axons from the neighboring NMJs, growing on terminal Schwann 

cell processes, could extend to nearby denervated synaptic sites before the regenerating 

axon grows back. As a result, terminal Schwann cells facilitate nerve sprouting and 

reinnervation23. Lastly, kranocytes (a.k.a. NMJ-capping cells) exist outside the basal 

lamina but form caps over NMJs during synaptic development. These cells are believed 
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to be critical for muscle re-innervation, because they activate, proliferate and spread 

following denervation in advance of terminal Schwann cell sprouting51.  

It has been noticed that without myofibers, the regenerating NMJ could be 

maintained for a short period due to the presence of basal lamina. However, this NMJ 

eventually disappeared52, suggesting muscle itself is important for regeneration and 

maintenance of NMJ. Besides, NMJ regeneration depends on appropriate signaling from 

skeletal muscle. For example, in the absence of muscle-derived microRNA-206, delayed 

re-innervation occurred after nerve injury53. It has been reported that muscle-derived 

GDNF facilitate NMJ regeneration by promoting the retrograde signals42. Satellite cells, 

the primary source for the nuclei of myofibers, are critical for skeletal muscle 

regeneration54. Recently, a study revealed that increased Satellite cell activity and fusion 

of Satellite cells to myofibers were observed nearby the regenerating NMJs. 

Furthermore, loss of Satellite cells results in defective NMJ re-innervation, abnormality 

in postsynaptic morphology, and reduced number of postsynaptic myonuclei, suggesting 

a role for Satellite cells in the regeneration of NMJs55. 

1.2.3 Maintenance 

It is easy to understand that mutation of any NMJ component can lead to 

destabilization of NMJ and eventually degeneration56. Moreover, those scaffold proteins 

within muscle cytosol and extracellular matrix (ECM), such as dystrophin-glycoprotein 

complex, ensure NMJ stability, although they are not required for NMJ formation. For 

example, the absence of components of the complex, including α-syntrophin and α-

dystrobrevin result in unstable NMJ57, probably through increased AChR turnover58. As 
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we know, the agrin-Lrp4-Musk axis is required for NMJ formation35-38. It turns out 

Agrin signaling is also indispensable for the long-term maintenance of NMJ. For 

instance, NMJ stability was lost when Musk was knocked out in adult mice59.  

Moreover, ErbB kinases can maintain a high density of AChR attached to the synaptic 

sites by phosphorylating α-dystrobrevin 160. Besides, muscarinic AChR and sympathetic 

inputs to the synapse appear also required for NMJ maintenance61. 

1.2.4 Example of neuromuscular diseases  

The autoimmune disease myasthenia gravis is a neuromuscular disorder caused 

by an antibody against AChR and in rare cases, Agrin, MuSK, and Lrp462.  Suffering 

patients may have localized eye muscle weakness, impaired voluntary muscles 

movement. AChE inhibitors usually are involved in the treatment of myasthenia gravis 

to protect Ach from breakdown. In addition, immune-suppressors are also used63. 

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a progressive, severe myopathy induced 

by mutations in the DMD gene encoding the dystrophin protein64. Dystrophin is a main 

component of the dystrophin-glycoprotein complex (DGC), which provides mechanical 

strength at the plasma membrane65. Dystrophin-deficient muscle fibers have weak bonds 

that cause long-term accumulative injury, resulting in muscle dysfunction66. There is no 

cure for the DMD. Available medications in clinics include corticosteroids, other 

immune-suppressors67. However, they do not ultimately address its original cause68. 

Stem cell transplantation69, gene delivery70, and genome editing71 have been applied to 

research using different animal models in the pre-clinic stage, shedding light on the 

therapeutic strategy to this severe disease.  
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Besides to these muscle-derived neuromuscular diseases, alteration of structure 

and functional feature at NMJ can be observed in various disorders, such as those 

affecting motoneurons, including amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), characterized by 

progressive motor neuron death and atrophy of denervated muscles72 and spinal 

muscular atrophy (SMA), a neuromuscular disease caused by mutations in the survival 

motor neuron gene (SMN)73 ; disorders of the Schwann cells, including Charcot-Marie-

Tooth disease and Guillain-Barre syndrome. 

1.3 ERK1/2 pathway 

1.3.1 Components, signal transduction & substrates 

Protein kinases are one of the largest protein families in mammalian cells74. 

Dysfunction of protein kinases play key roles in human disease and a variety of drugs 

have been developed to target protein kinase for therapy. Belonging to serine and 

threonine protein kinases, mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs) are composed of 

a family of protein kinases regulating a wide range of biological processes, including 

cell proliferation and differentiation, mitosis and meiosis, cell survival and apoptosis, 

and angiogenesis75,76. The traditional MAP kinase family comprise three subfamilies: 

extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK1/2, are mainly activated by growth factors), 

c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK1/2/3, are mainly induced by cellular stress) and p38-MAP 

kinase (, , , and ). In addition, ERK5 (a.k.a. BMK1) is a relatively novel MAP 

kinase and can be activated by both growth factor and cellular stress77. Certainly, other 

MAP kinases exist78-81. However they are either not authentic MAP kinases or not within 

the MAP kinase cascade.  The MAP kinase signaling has a three-tiered cascade: a MAP 
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kinase is activated by a MAP kinase kinase (MKK or MAP2K), which is in turn 

activated by a MAP kinase kinase kinase (MEKK or MAP3K) 82.  Until now, in 

mammalian cells, 12 MAP kinases, 7 MAP2Ks, and 20 MAP3Ks have been found.  

ERK1 and ERK2 share 83% of the structure and the main difference is that 

ERK1 contains a 17-amino-acid-residue insertion in its N-terminal extension so as to 

provide signal specificity. However, the core protein kinase domains are identical in 

ERK1/283. ERK1/2 is universally expressed in all tissue types. In the classical ERK 

activation (Fig 1.2), growth factors (such as Fibroblast growth factor, epidermal growth 

factor and platelet growth factor) bind receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK) to induce 

autophosphorylation of RTK’s cytoplasmic domain, generating binding sites for the src 

homology 2 (SH2) domain of the GRB2 (Growth factor receptor-bound protein 2). 

GRB2 has two SH3 domains which recruit the Ras guanyl-nucleotide exchange factor 

(SOS) and the RasGTPase exchange factor (GEF) to the membrane. SOS catalyzes Ras 

GTP exchange and Ras-GTP then recruits Raf (the MAP3K) to the membrane, where it 

is phosphorylated84. In the de novo activation (Fig 1.2), polypeptide hormone 

neurotransmitter and chemokine (HNC) is able to activate protein Kinase C (PKC), 

which also promotes ERK activation85. Cell-permeable phorbol esters such as PMA bind 

and activate PKC by mimicking the natural PKC ligand diacylglycerol. The mechanism 

of PKC-activated ERK is not fully understood and could be through activation of SOS or 

Raf. Raf activates MEK (the MAP2K) and MEK activates ERK (the MAPK) via 

phosphorylation. ERK1/2 preferentially phosphorylates substrates that contain the 

consensus sequence Pro-Xaa-Ser/Thr-Pro86. Distinct signals induce activation of 
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ERK1/2, resulting in the phosphorylation of different substrates. For now, more than 150 

substrates of ERK1/2 have been identified. These substrates can be classified as 

transcription factors, protein kinases, protein phosphatases, cytoskeletal proteins, 

scaffolding proteins, receptors, signaling molecules, apoptosis-related proteins, as well 

as other types of proteins87 (also see Table 1.1). 

1.3.2 ERK1/2 and neurological diseases 

 ERK1/2 have been suggested to have a crucial role in the regulation of 

physiological brain functions. Synaptic plasticity is essential to information processing 

in the brain and measurement of long-term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression 

(LTD) is the best way to study synaptic plasticity. English and Sweatt firstly observed 

activation of ERK1/2 in rat hippocampal area CA1 after high-frequency stimulation, 

which can induce LTP88. Later, the role of ERK1/2 in NMDA receptor-independent LTP 

in the hippocampus was confirmed by Kanterewicz’s group89. Considering ERK1/2 play 

a role in cell proliferation and differentiation, Samuels’ group found that increased 

ERK1/2 activity can result in macrocephaly while decreased ERK1/2 activity can result 

in microcephaly, suggesting that the ERK1/2 regulate neural progenitor cells 

population90. In addition, it has been found ERK1/2 mediated the generation of 

astrocytes from radial progenitors in the developing cortex91. Furthermore, ERK1/2 

pathway dominantly regulates oligodendrocyte differentiation and myelination92, 93. 

Experiments have suggested that ERK1/2 facilitate the inflammatory response in 

microglia94 and astrocytes95. A variety of evidence indicates that by suppressing the 
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ERK1/2 pathway, many drugs can reduce neuroinflammation in stroke and intracranial 

infections96, 97.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.2. The Ras-ERK-MAPK Pathway.  

The growth factor triggered-ERK activation (up left) and the polypeptide hormone 

neurotransmitter and chemokine (HNC) induced-ERK activation (up right). Adapted 

with permission from The Ras-ERK and PI3K-mTOR pathways: cross-talk and 

compensation by Michelle C et al., 2011, Trends in Biochemical Sciences, 36(6), 320-

328. Copyright [2018] by Elsevier160. 
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PTP2C 
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NF-M 
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EDD 

IEX1 
MCL-1 

TIS2 

TNFR CD120a 
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CR16 
GRASP55 

GRASP65 

HABP1 
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HnRNP-K 

KIP 
MBP 

PHAS-I (4E-

BP1) 
CPLA2 

Rb 

SAP90/PSD95 
Spinophilin 

Topoisomerase 

II 
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Table 1.1. ERK1/2 targets.  
ERK1/2 targeted transcription factors, kinase and phosphatases, cytoskeletal proteins, 

signaling proteins, apoptosis-related proteins, as well as other types of proteins. Adapted 

with from87.  
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The ERK1/2 signaling pathway is involved in the pathology of many CNS diseases. 

Inhibition of ERK1/2 activation usually protect neurons from apoptosis and 

inflammation and reduces damage after stroke98. Feng showed that ERK signals 

participate in the neuronal apoptosis observed in the hippocampus in early post-

subarachnoid hemorrhage brain injury99. The oxidative stress response that occurs in 

microglia is mediated by the activation of ERK1/2. Recent studies have shown that the 

oxidative stress response in microglia plays a central role in the etiology of Parkinson’s 

disease? (PD) 100. Therefore, the ERK1/2 pathway plays a regulatory role in PD-related 

cellular processes. Mutant superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD1) is one of the genetic factors 

that cause ALS. It has been suggested that phosphorylated ERK1/2 was found increased 

in the hippocampus and cerebellum in SOD1 G93A transgenic mice101. Abnormality of 

ERK1/2 was also observed in other neurological diseases, such as Huntington's disease 

(HD) 102and Alzheimer's disease (AD) 103. 

1.3.3 ERK1/2 and neuromuscular diseases 

It has been proposed that the role of ERK1/2 in NMJ formation is the regulator 

for the Neuregulin-mediated transcription of synaptic genes, including AchR and . 

Koike104and Duclert105 identified a single six-base pair element named the N box, which 

is required for synapse-specific expression of the reporter gene. In the N box mutated 

transgenic mice, the expression of a reporter gene in adult muscle was completely 

abolished106. Nichols discovered that a point mutation within the N box of AchR 

promoter region could induce congenital myasthenia107. In cultured muscle cells, 

Schaeffer found a heterodimer composed of 58 and 43 kDa polypeptides that specifically 
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interact with the N box sequence108, which was known to be the Ets-related transcription 

factor GABP. The 58 kDa GABP α subunit binds DNA through its Ets domain. The 43 

kDa GABP β subunit does not directly interact with DNA but has ankyrin repeats that 

mediate its interaction with GABP α, strengthening the interaction of the α subunit with 

DNA109. Indeed, mutation of GABP α or β inhibits N box-regulated transcription from 

the AChRand  promoters in cultured myotubes110. 

In 1933, Falls extracted a protein from the chicken brain, found it was able to 

stimulate AchR expression in cultured myotubes and named this protein ARIA 

(acetylcholine receptor inducing activity) 110. ARIA is 42 kDa protein belonging to the 

neuregulin 1 family, a group of 14 proteins that are generated from the alternative 

splicing of a single gene111. Neuregulins receptors belong to the same family as the EGF 

receptor: the erbB family of tyrosine kinase receptors. Neuregulins can interact a variety 

of dimers of ErbB subunits. However, only ErbB2 and ErbB4 are localized in the muscle 

postsynaptic membrane112.  

As early as in 1998, it had been reported that in breast cancer cells, neuregulins 

were able to upregulate the transcriptional activity of the Ets factor PEA3 through the 

ERK and JNK signaling pathways113. The activated signaling pathways in response to 

neuregulins have been tested in muscle cells as well.  Addition of Neuregulin leads to 

the phosphorylation of their erbB tyrosine kinase receptors and subsequent activation of 

the cyclin-dependent kinase cdk5114. Active ErbB receptors synergize with cdk5 and 

activate both the MAP kinase and JNK pathways via Ras115. Ras activation triggers the 

activation of the MAP kinase and JNK pathways. Inhibiting the MAP kinase or JNK 
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pathways is enough to block neuregulin dependent transcriptional activation115. In vivo, 

injection of dominant-negative mutants of ras, raf, and MEK inhibits the expression of a 

reporter gene driven by the AChR promoter115. Importantly, it has been proved that 

ERK1/2 is able to phosphorylate GABP directly in vitro116. However, the theory of 

Neuregulin regulated AChR expression was challenged due to the emerging evidence 

later in vivo. Escher et al. showed that NMJ was able to form normally when the ErbB2 

and ErbB4 were specifically knocked out in mice skeletal muscle, suggesting Neuregulin 

is not required for AChR formation117. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that 

AChR formation is directly induced by Agrin-Lrp4-Musk axis118, although further 

experiments are needed to test it.  

Autosomal Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (EDMD) is induced by 

mutations in the lamin A/C gene (LMNA) encoding A-type nuclear lamins, which are 

intermediate filament proteins of the nuclear envelope119, 120. It has been reported that 

over-activated ERK signaling pathway was found in both cardiac and skeletal muscle of 

LmnaH222P/H222P mice, which is the model for human EDMD121, 6. Moreover, treatment 

with selumetinib, a MEK1/2 inhibitor, was able to alleviate myopathy, reduce serum 

creatine phosphokinase and increase skeletal function6. However, the mechanism that 

links abnormal ERK pathway to EDMD is still unknown. 

A class of developmental diseases called the “RASopathies”, is caused by 

germline mutations in genes that encode components of ERK 1/2 pathway. Although any 

component of the ERK1/2 pathway can be affected, they all induce ERK dysfunction 

and therefore numerous overlapping phenotypes between the syndromes, including 
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characteristic facial features, cardiac defects, cutaneous abnormalities, neurocognitive 

delay and more importantly, myopathy and muscle dystrophy122, 123. The majority of 

these syndromes are caused by gain of function in ERK pathway, however, LEOPARD 

syndrome (LS), a rare autosomal dominant disorder, is due to reduced catalytic activity 

of SHP-2 (a.k.a. PTPN11) 124 which is critical for ERK signaling transduction, 

suggesting loss of ERK is a pathological factor for skeletal muscle atrophy. 

1.3.4 ERK and myogenesis 

In primary muscle cell culture, ERK pathway has been suggested to promote 

myoblast proliferation125. This increased ERK activity can be achieved by adding a 

variety of growth factors, including FGF126, hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) 127, insulin-

like growth factor (IGF) 128 and platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) 129.  The role of 

ERK in myoblast proliferation is probably preventing cell cycle exit and promoting entry 

into S phase130, 131. However, how does ERK accomplish these functions is totally 

unknown.  

ERK1/2 pathway inhibits myoblast differentiation by preventing the nuclear 

accumulation of MEF2132, and reducing the expression of a myogenic factor, MyoD133, 

the CDK inhibitor p21134and other transcriptional regulatory proteins135. In addition, 

during differentiation, expression of FGF receptors are reduced136 and the activity of 

ERK decreases137. Again, the exact mechanism that accounts for the inhibitory effect of 

ERK pathway during differentiation is largely unknown. ERK activity return as 

differentiation continues and myocytes are ready to fuse into myotubes. At least ERK2 is 

critical for myocyte fusion and survival138. ERK is able to phosphorylate the 90-kDa 
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ribosomal S6 kinase 2 (RSK2), which promotes myocyte fusion via phosphorylation and 

transcriptional activation of nuclear factor of activated T cell 3 (NFAT3)139.  

Myoblasts/myocytes have a unique bi-phasic requirement for ERK activity (Fig 

1.3). ERK1/2 is needed for myoblast proliferation, inhibitory to myoblast differentiation, 

and later required for myocyte fusion. Until now, no ERK muscle- specific targets have 

been identified. 

1.3.5 Muscle fiber types and transition 

Skeletal muscle is a heterogeneous tissue composed of a variety of fast and slow 

fiber types (Type1, 2A, 2B, and X) (Table 1.2) Major differences between muscle fiber 

types relate to their specific combinations of myosin chains (isoforms of myosin light 

and heavy chains) 140. Myosin heavy chain (MHC) isoforms represent the most proper 

markers for fiber type. According to this, pure fiber types are characterized by the 

expression of a single MHC isoform, whereas hybrid fiber types express two or more 

MHC isoforms. Moreover, muscle fibers are capable of adjusting their phenotypic 

properties in response to altered functional demands140. Under certain conditions, 

changes can be induced in MHC isoform expression heading in the direction of either 

fast-to-slow or slow-to-fast. Increased neuromuscular activity141 and mechanical 

loading142 induce fast-to-slow transitions, whereas reduced neuromuscular activity and 

mechanical unloading, result in slow-to-fast transition. In addition, small molecules143 or 

genetic regulation of signaling pathway144 could also lead to muscle fiber type transition. 
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1.4 The role of TGFand BMP signaling in muscle mass maintenance  

The balance between rates of protein synthesis and degradation is critical to 

muscle health. Myofiber size increase, a process termed hypertrophy, occurs when the 

rates of protein synthesis exceed rates of protein degradation. The insulin-like growth 

factor 1 (IGF1)–phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K)–Akt/protein kinase B (PKB)–

mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) signaling axis is believed to be the key 

regulator of protein synthesis in muscle, mainly through controlling S6, a ribosomal 

protein, and factor 4E-binding protein 1 (4EBP1), an inhibitor of the ribosomal 

eukaryotic translation initiator factor 4E (eIF4E) 145. In contrast to this, reduction of 

muscle mass and atrophy of myofibers is due to loss of proteins, organelles, and 

cytoplasm. The main cellular degradation pathways, including the ubiquitin-proteasome 

and the autophagy-lysosome systems, contribute to this process146. Atrogenes are 

atrophy-related genes that activate those two pathways147.  Firstly, deactivation of Akt 

releases the inhibitory effect of atrogenes. Next, atrogenes will encode two most-induced 

muscle-specific ubiquitin ligases, atrogin1 (a.k.a. MAFbx) and MuRF1 (a.k.a.Trim63). 

Lastly, these two ligases will target proteins to the proteasome for degradation. Other 

atrogenes also encode proteins that are critical for the activity of the autophagy-

lysosome system148.  
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Figure 1.3. The regulation of the different stages of myogenesis by transcription 

factors and kinases. 

The upper part of the figure shows transcription factors required for the processes of 

myoblast proliferation, differentiation and myocyte fusion into myotubes, respectively. 

The lower part shows the protein kinases and the stages that they regulate. Adapted with 

permission from161. 
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Table 1.2. Differences in skeletal muscle fiber types. 

Adapted from http://musclewanted.com/muscle-fiber-types/ 

 

 

In the TGF superfamily, more than 30 ligands selectively bind to specific 

receptor subtypes.  Different combinations of ligands and receptors result in distinct 

biological actions (Fig 1.4). The accomplishment of TGF signaling transduction 

depends on the recruitment of the Smad transcription regulators or so-called Receptor 

Smads. For example, Activins and some growth and differentiation factors (GDFs) (e.g., 

GDF8, GDF11) promote the activity of Smad2/3. In contrast to this, other GDF ligands 

and the bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) utilize Smad1/5/8 to regulate target genes. 

The ligands of TGF and BMP pathway bind to TGFb/BMP type II receptors (TGF 

and BMP have their own type I and II subtypes) and recruit TGF/BMP type I148 to 

phosphorylate their Rsmads, leading to the formation of Rsmads- Smad4 complex and 

transcriptional regulation of other genes149. Smad4 is also called Co-smad. Some 
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molecules are able to modulate the TGF and BMP pathways by blocking Type I 

receptor-mediated activation of Smad1/5/8 and Smad2/3, such as Smad6, 7 (a.k.a. 

inhibitory-smads)150, 151.  

Evidence from a variety of experiments suggests the TGF pathway negatively 

controls muscle mass. For example, myostatin is a TGF pathway ligand that is 

expressed predominantly in skeletal muscle and functions as a negative regulator of 

muscle growth. Deletion of myostatin gene resulted in muscle hypertrophy in animals152. 

The Smad2/3 is able to activate atrogin1153and inhibit the IGF1/Akt/mTOR pathway154. 

To be specific, Smad3 inhibits the expression of two miRNAs, miRNA-29 and miRNA-

486, both of which target phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN), leading to increased 

activity of Akt155. In addition, Smad3 is able to regulate Akt directly in other system156.  

Conversely, BMP signaling promotes muscle hypertrophy. The first evidence is 

that Smad4 knockout in mice induced slight muscle atrophy instead of hypertrophy18. 

Moreover, these Smad4-/- mice displayed dramatically severe muscle atrophy after 

denervation18. Secondly, the BMP antagonist Noggin reverted the hypertrophic 

phenotype of myostatin-/- mice, suggesting a dominant role of BMP pathway in muscle 

mass regulation. Furthermore, BMP7 overexpression was sufficient to induce muscle 

growth and to mitigate muscle atrophy after denervation18, 157. Lastly, denervation-

induced muscle atrophy was worse if GDF5 (a.k.a. BMP14) was deleted or Smad6 was 

overexpressed18, 157.  It seems that BMP pathway regulates muscle hypertrophy probably 

via Akt/mTOR pathways because interruption of Akt/mTOR pathway is sufficient to 

block the hypertrophic effect from BMP pathway157. Moreover, Smad1/5/8 can 
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negatively regulate atrogin1, Murf1, and another novel atrogene, MUSA1 (a.k.a. 

Fbxo30)157. Specific blocking of MUSA1 is able to revert the atrophic phenotype found 

in Smad4-/- mice. In addition, overexpression of Smad6 can upregulate histone 

deacetylase 4 (HDAC4) and subsequently myogenin. This pathway has been proposed as 

a key process to trigger muscle atrophy158. It is true that inhibition of HDAC4 is able to 

downregulate atrogin1, Murf1158.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.4. Signaling and crosstalk between TGF and BMP pathways. 

The transcriptional event that negatively controls muscle mass is depicted in red and the 

one that promotes muscle growth in green. The different ligands bind to type II receptors 

that are partially shared by the two pathways. Type II receptors recruit different type I 

receptors, which activate the downstream R-Smad transcription factors. Adapted with 

permission from TGFβ and BMP signaling in skeletal muscle: potential significance for 

muscle-related disease by Roberta Sartori et al., 2014, Trends in Endocrinology & 

Metabolism, 25(9), 464-471. Copyright [2018] by Elsevier162.  
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CHAPTER II 

MANUSCRIPT#1* 

 

2.1 Overview 

To test the role of extracellular signal-regulated kinases 1 and 2 (ERK1/2) in 

slow-twitch, type 1 skeletal muscle fibers, we studied the soleus muscle in mice 

genetically deficient for myofiber ERK1/2. Young adult mutant soleus was drastically 

wasted, with highly atrophied type 1 fibers, denervation at most synaptic sites, induction 

of “fetal” acetylcholine receptor gamma subunit (AChRγ), reduction of “adult” AChRε, 

and impaired mitochondrial biogenesis and function. In weanlings, fiber morphology 

and mitochondrial markers were mostly normal, yet AChRγ upregulation and AChRε 

downregulation were observed. Synaptic sites with fetal AChRs in weanling muscle 

were ~3% in control and ~40% in mutants, with most of the latter on type 1 fibers. These 

results suggest that: (1) ERK1/2 are critical for slow-twitch fiber growth; (2) a defective 

γ/ε-AChR subunit switch, preferentially at synapses on slow fibers, precedes wasting of 

mutant soleus; (3) denervation is likely to drive this wasting, and (4) the neuromuscular 

synapse is a primary subcellular target for muscle ERK1/2 function in vivo. 

 

                                                 

* This chapter is re-printed from Defective Acetylcholine Receptor Subunit Switch Precedes 

Atrophy of Slow-Twitch Skeletal Muscle Fibers Lacking ERK1/2 Kinases in Soleus Muscle by 

Shuo Wang et al., 2016 Scientific Reports, 6, 38745, Springer Nature, Australia. Copyright 

[2018] by Springer Nature. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the 

Creative Commons CC BY license, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction 

in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. 
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2.2 Introduction 

Developmental switches in the subunit composition of ligand-gated ion channels 

that serve as neurotransmitter receptors at glutamatergic, GABAergic, and cholinergic 

synapses are important for structural and functional synaptic maturation throughout the 

nervous system. The subunit composition of acetylcholine receptors (AChRs) in the 

postsynaptic apparatus at developing neuromuscular junctions (NMJ) in the mammalian 

embryo is α2βγδ. As the synapses mature neonatally, these “fetal” AChRs are gradually 

replaced by “adult” receptors composed of α2βδε, which have different channel 

conductance properties1, 2. Germline deletion of Chrne3–5, the gene encoding AChRε , 

yields mice that survive embryonic development but harbor NMJs with much lower 

AChR density that retain AChRγ . These animals have defective neuromuscular 

transmission, display gradual muscle weakness and atrophy, and die by 2–3 months after 

birth. Thus the γ /ε -AChR subunit switch is essential for normal skeletal muscle 

development. Extracellular signal-regulated kinases 1 and 2 (ERK1/2), the prototypical 

mitogen-activated protein kinases, mediate a multitude of responses to growth factors 

and cytokines in cellular proliferation, differentiation, senescence, apoptosis, and 

survival6. ERK1/2 have been implicated in the maintenance of adult skeletal muscle 

mass7 and, seemingly paradoxically, in the control of both the fast-twitch (type 2)8 and 

the slow-twitch (type 1)9 fiber type phenotypes. Previously10, we generated mice 

genetically deficient in myofiber ERK1/2. These animals survived development but 

displayed stunted postnatal growth, muscle weakness and shorter lifespan. We studied 
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two fast-twitch muscles in young adult mice, the sternomastoid (STN) and the tibialis 

anterior (TA), and found that in both mutant muscles NMJs became fragmented and had 

reduced Chrne expression. In STN, but not TA, we documented morphological and 

molecular evidence of partial denervation (e.g. terminal axonal sprouting and induction 

of the fetal AChRγ -subunit mRNA, respectively). Both muscles also displayed a 

mixture of fiber loss and mild atrophy, but minimal changes in fiber-type composition. 

These results were consistent with a role for ERK1/2 in the maintenance of muscle mass, 

but not of the fast-twitch fiber phenotype, and demonstrated an important role for 

ERK1/2 in keeping the structural integrity of the mature NMJ in vivo. In our previous 

experiments10, we did not study the effects of lack of ERK1/2 on predominantly slow-

twitch muscles, nor could we discern whether the phenotypes observed were primarily 

derived from synaptic or extrasynaptic functions of myofiber ERK1/2. Here we focused 

our studies mainly on the soleus (SOL), a prototypical slow-twitch muscle, which unlike 

the STN and TA has abundant type 1 fibers, rich in mitochondria and highly dependent 

on oxidative metabolism11, 12. ERKs are most active in type 1 fibers9. Thus it is 

important to determine the consequences that develop for these cells when these kinases 

are absent. We found that fiber morphology in mutant SOL in young adults (9–14 weeks 

of age) was much more affected than in either the STN or TA. Type 1 fibers in the SOL, 

in particular, were very atrophied at this age. We also found fragmented NMJs with low 

levels of AChR expression and evidence of extensive denervation in these muscles. 

Moreover, defective mitochondrial function and/or biogenesis were part of the 

phenotype in mutant SOL in young adults. The striking severity and rapidity in the 
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development of this phenotype facilitated the examination of muscles at different 

postnatal times. While, at three weeks after birth, control and mutant muscles were 

similar in fiber morphology, we found evidence of nascent denervation and a defective γ 

/ε -AChR subunit switch predominantly at NMJs on type 1 fibers. This suggests synaptic 

instability precedes extrasynaptic changes in myofibers lacking ERK1/2 in SOL. These 

results also support the notion that the synapse is a primary subcellular target for muscle 

ERK1/2 function in vivo. 

2.3 Results 

We combined a germ line Erk1 mutation with conditional Cre-loxP Erk2 

inactivation in skeletal muscle to produce mice lacking both ERK1/2 selectively in 

skeletal myofibers (hereafter DKO mice). Cre was driven by the human α -skeletal 

muscle actin (Hsa) promoter, which is expressed only in myofibers, and not in other 

cells in the muscle tissue, starting around embryonic day 9.513–15. In the fast-twitch STN 

and TA we measured a ~90% reduction in ERK2 levels in mutants relative to control10. 

In DKO SOL, ERK2 levels were ~70% lower than in control (Fig. 2.1). In our initial 

characterization of these animals, we found they could be divided into two groups 

according to how fast they lost weight10. “Severe” animals lost weight quickly starting at 

about 7 weeks of age, while “mild” double mutants were able to keep their weight at that 

age but clearly failed to keep up with controls. Severe and mild DKO mice were 

generated at about 1:1 ratio, and displayed similar signs of muscle weakness (e.g. 

forelimb grip strength normalized to body weight) between 7–11 weeks of age10. The 

difference in weight progression between mild and severe DKO mice seemed 
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unexplained by lower ERK2 in the latter, as residual ERK2 levels were similar between 

mild and severe DKO muscle (p = 0.32; Fig. 2.1). We do not know the reason for these 

mild/ severe differences but we propose they could be related to undetermined 

differences in genetic background. For the experiments below all the mutant mice that 

were 9 weeks or older were DKO mild, while those younger could not be distinguished 

as mild or severe before that age. 

2.3.1. Effects on Fiber Number, Fiber Type Composition, and Preferential Atrophy of 

Type 1 Fibers 

     We cut frozen cross sections of SOL muscles from young adults (9–14 weeks 

old), and stained for dystrophin to mark the cell surface of the myofibers. While control 

SOL showed a homogenous distribution of fiber sizes, SOL muscle from DKO mice 

showed a clear reduction in muscle cross-sectional area suggesting fiber loss, with many 

atrophied and hypertrophied fibers among the remaining myofibers (Fig. 2.2a). Although 

we detected fiber loss in DKO STN, such dramatic heterogeneity in fiber size was not 

observed in DKO STN or TA of the same age10. Next, we used immunostaining for the 

four canonical adult myosin heavy chains (MyHC types 1, 2A, 2B and 2X) 11 at different 

postnatal times: 3 (weaning), 5–6, 9, and 14 weeks of age. We followed a protocol that 

allowed simultaneous staining for all isoforms on the same section; types 1, 2A and 2B 

by positive staining, 2X by the absence of any staining16. Muscles in DKO weanlings 

appeared similar to controls in cross-sectional area and variability of fiber size 

(Supplementary Fig. 1), while in young adult DKO, type 1 fibers, in particular, were 

very atrophied (Fig. 2.2b,c). We then determined fiber numbers and fiber type 
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composition in controls and DKOs from such stained cross sections. DKO SOL had 

slightly fewer fibers than control at weaning, but by 5 weeks of age, DKO SOL had 

many fewer fibers than control, reaching a ~40% reduction relative to control by 9 

weeks (Fig. 2.2d). In 9–14 week-old young adults, controls had 835.8 ± 40.2 fibers on 

average (n = 4), while DKOs had 493.8 ± 44.3 fibers (n = 5). This was a statistically 

significant reduction (p = 0.0007; t-test). These data suggested a clear postnatal loss of 

fibers in the DKO SOL. The inset in Fig. 2.2d shows representative muscles for control 

and DKO at 14 weeks and illustrates the extent of wasting at the whole muscle level. 

Muscle wet weight was consistent with the above data as 14 week-old DKO SOL 

weighed ~40% less than control (DKO: 9.45 ± 1.21 mg; n = 4 muscles. Control: 14.72 ± 

0.88 mg; n = 6 muscles; p = 0.007). The loss in DKO SOL mass was not simply a 

reflection of the loss of body weight10, as even after normalization to body weight, 

muscle weights remained lower in mutants than in controls (DKO: 0.44 ± 0.07 mg/g, n = 

2 animals. Control: 0.58 ± 0.05 mg/g, n = 3 animals). Interestingly, fiber type 

composition remained largely unchanged, with relative percentages of the most abundant 

fiber types (1, 2A and 2X) in mutant muscle being similar to those in age-matched 

control (Fig. 2.2e). Nevertheless, some changes in fiber composition that affected rare 

fiber types in the SOL were observed in DKO muscle. Thus, type 2B fibers, which were 

a very variable ~4% in control at 3 weeks, were absent in DKO at this age. However, 

type 2B fibers in control SOL reached the same very low levels in DKO by 5–6 weeks 

(Fig. 2.2e). Type1 + 2A hybrid fibers (Fig. 2.2c), which were less than ~0.2% in control, 

were present at ~5% at 9 weeks or later (Fig. 2.2e). When fiber counts were sorted by 
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fiber type (Supplementary Fig. 2), type 1, 2A and 2X fibers in young adult (9–14 week-

old) DKO were all reduced relative to age-matched control. Thus, cell loss affected all 

major fiber types and started after 3 weeks of age. At 9 weeks, we also analyzed fiber 

type composition by measuring mRNA levels for the genes encoding the myosin heavy 

chains (Myh1, Myh2, Myh4, Myh7) 11 by real-time PCR. In DKO SOL, a statistically 

significant ~3-fold reduction of Myh7 (type 1) mRNA (p = 0.004), and a tendency 

toward reduction in Myh4 (type 2B) transcript (Fig. 2.3a) were observed. In the fast-

twitch DKO STN and TA muscles, no statistically significant changes in expression of 

myosin heavy chain genes were detected, even though a tendency toward decrease was 

seen for Myh7 (Supplementary Fig. 3). Our results are better interpreted in the context of 

the normal levels of Myh7 expression in each of the muscle groups. Myh7 expression in 

control SOL was ~30-fold higher than in STN and TA (Supplementary Fig. 3). Thus, 

because of higher control levels, the 70% reduction in Myh7 mRNA expression in DKO 

SOL is much more meaningful than a similar tendency in TA or STN, where Myh7 

expression is normally very low (i.e. there are very few type 1 fibers in these muscles). 

The reduction in Myh7 mRNA levels in the DKO SOL was associated with the 

preferential atrophy of these fibers (Fig. 2.2b,c) and not with fiber switching, as relative 

fiber type composition was largely similar between control and DKO SOL (Fig. 2.2e). 

Indeed, a histogram of fiber areas showed that ~70% of type 1 fibers in 14 week DKO 

SOL were smaller than 750 μ m2, while almost no fibers that small were found in 

controls (Fig. 2.3b). On the other hand, very small (< 750 μ m2) and very large (> 3000 μ 

m2) 2A and 2X fibers were much more abundant in DKO SOL than in control (Fig. 2.3c, 
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d), suggesting that these fast-twitch fibers undergo both atrophy and hypertrophy. At 5–

6 weeks, average area for all major fiber types was statistically larger in DKO SOL than 

in control (Supplementary Fig. 4). This result suggests that fibers in DKO SOL may 

hypertrophy before atrophy ensues, perhaps as a compensation for fiber loss. 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2.1. ERK1/2 levels in control and DKO 9 week-old SOL. 

(a) Lysates from 3 separate SOL muscles from Control, DKO mild and DKO severe 

were probed simultaneously for total ERK1/2 (tERK1/2) and for α –tubulin (α -Tub) to 

check for loading differences. In DKO muscle, ERK1 was completely eliminated and 

ERK2 was sharply reduced. (b) Normalization to α -Tub showed ERK2 levels were 0.30 

± 0.08 –fold and 0.23 ± 0.08 –fold control levels in DKO mild mice and in DKO severe 

mice, respectively. Values are mean + SD. **p < 0.01; NS, no significant. 
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Figure 2.2. Dramatic wasting of the young adult DKO SOL. 

(a) Cross sections of SOL from 9-week-old control and DKO females stained for 

dystrophin. Notice reduction in muscle cross-sectional area and dramatic heterogeneity 

of fiber size in the DKO SOL. Scale bar: 200 μ m. (b) Simultaneous immunostaining for 

MyHC types in SOL. Types 1, 2A, and 2B were positively stained, while type 2X was 

identified by the absence of staining. At 3 weeks, control and DKO SOL were similar in 

cross sectional area. Note small size of most type 1 fibers in 9 week DKO. Scale bar: 

200 μ m. (c) Higher magnification field for MyHC staining at 9 weeks. Examples of 

hybrid (H, 1 + 2A) fibers are highlighted with asterisks (*). Scale bar: 50 μ m. (d) Fiber 

numbers per cross section in control and DKO SOL at different postnatal times. N = 2–3 

muscles per time point/genotype. Values are mean ± SD. Inset shows control (top) and 

DKO (bottom) representative muscles at 14-weeks (females). Scale bar: 2 mm. (e) Fiber 

type composition in control (CON) and DKO SOL at different postnatal times. 

N = 2–3 muscles per time point/genotype. Values are mean + SD.  
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Figure 2.10. (Supplementary Figure 1) Distribution of fiber cross-sectional area by 

fiber type in the whole soleus muscle at 3 week of age. 

Fiber area data for 3-week-old animals are grouped in 250 μm2 bins along the X axis and 

the percentages of fibers in those bins are plotted on the Y axis. Fiber area distribution 

was similar between control and DKO muscles for all fiber types at this age. N=2 control 

and DKO male muscles. (a) Type 1 fibers scored: 457 control, 417 DKO. (b) Type 2A 

fibers scored: 653 control, 802 DKO. (c) Type 2X fibers scored: 185 control, 175 DKO. 

No statistical difference was detected between control and DKO distributions by the 

Wilconox rank sum test. 
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Figure 2.11. (Supplementary Figure 2) Fiber counts by fiber type at different 

postnatal times. 

In young adult DKO SOL (9-14 weeks), type 1+2A hybrids were increased while type 1, 

2A and 2X fibers were reduced relative to age-matched controls. Values are mean ± SD. 

N at 3 weeks: 3 Control, 3 DKO; n at 5-6 weeks: 3 Control, 2 DKO; n at 9 weeks: 2 

Control, 2 DKO; n at 14 weeks: 2 control, 3 DKO. Data for 9 and 14 weeks were pooled. 

**, p<0.01; *, p<0.05; t-test v. control. P values: 0.013 (a); 0.012 (b); 0.002 (c); 0.012 

(d). 
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Figure 2.12. (Supplementary Figure 3) Relative Myh mRNA expression in young 

adult STN (a) and TA (b). 

Real time PCR for MyHC genes at 9 weeks. N=6 per genotype/muscle. Values are mean 

+ SEM. No statistically significant changes were detected. Myh7 mRNA levels in 

control SOL are ~30-fold higher than in either control TA or STN. (c) ΔCt data (CtMyh7-

Ct18S) for control SOL, STN and TA. Note that the higher ΔCt the lower the expression 

level. (d) Normalized Myh7 mRNA expression relative to levels incontrol SOL. N=6 per 

genotype/muscle. Values are mean + SEM. **, p<0.01; t-test vs. SOL. 
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Figure 2.3. Relative Myh mRNA expression and area distribution by fiber type. 
(a) Analysis of real-time PCR for MyHC genes at 9 weeks. N = 6 per genotype. Values 

are mean + SEM. **p < 0.01, t-test v. control. (b,c,d) Fiber area data for 14-week-old 

animals were grouped in 250 μ m2 bins along the X axis and the percentages of fibers in 

those bins were plotted on the Y axis. In the DKO SOL, type 1 fibers atrophied, while 

types 2A and 2X both atrophied and hypertrophied. N = 2, control muscles; 3, DKO 

muscles. Type 1 fibers scored: 675 control, 476 DKO. Type 2A fibers scored: 914 

control, 592 DKO. Type 2X fibers scored: 232 control, 66 DKO. Distributions were 

compared statistically using the Wilconox rank sum test. P < 3.2 × 10−5 control v. DKO. 
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Figure 2.13. (Supplementary Figure 4) Distribution of fiber cross-sectional area by 

fiber type in the whole soleus muscle at 5-6 week of age. 

Fiber area data for 5-6-week-old animals are grouped in 250 μm2 bins along the X axis 

and the percentages of fibers in those bins are plotted on the Y axis. Fiber area shifted 

towards larger sizes for all fiber types at this age. N=2 control and DKO male muscles. 

(a) Type 1 fibers scored: 233 control, 233 DKO. (b) Type 2A fibers scored: 314 control, 

418 DKO. (c) Type 2X fibers scored: 240 control, 91 DKO. Distributions were 

compared statistically using the Wilconox rank sum test. P < 2.04 x 10-6 control v. DKO. 
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We also examined type 1 fiber area in two fast-twitch muscles, STN and extensor 

digitorum longus (EDL) (Supplementary Fig. 5). Type 1 fibers are present at very low 

numbers in these muscles. Atrophy of type 1 fibers was evident in the 14-week DKO 

STN as fibers > 300 μ m2 in area were absent, while present in control. In 14-week DKO 

EDL, type 1 fiber atrophy was less robust yet statistically present as average fiber area 

was ~25% lower than control (DKO: 132.17 ± 8.87 μ m2, n = 51 fibers, 4 mice. Control: 

178.50 ± 12.18 μ m2, n = 42 fibers, 4 mice; p = 0.004, t-test; p = 0.008, Wilconox rank 

sum test). Thus, atrophy of type 1 fibers occurred in all muscles studied. 

2.3.2. Effects on Synapse Morphology and Denervation-Related Molecular Markers 

As in STN and TA10, NMJs with signs of fragmentation and diminished AChR 

expression could be found in young adult DKO SOL (Fig. 2.4a, b). Using real-time 

PCR, we found a ~5-fold reduction in AChRε mRNA in DKO SOL relative to control 

(inset Fig. 2.4c; p = 0.000007). There was morphological and molecular evidence of 

partial denervation in the DKO SOL in young adults (Fig. 2.4). Most notably, there was 

a ~60-fold increase in mRNA for Chrng, the gene encoding the distinctive γ -subunit of 

the fetal AChR17 (p = 0.00014), and a ~20-fold induction for Runx1 mRNA (p = 

0.00004), a transcription factor highly induced in skeletal muscle after denervation18, 19. 

Furthermore, the myogenic factor myogenin (Myog), the embryonic myosin isoform 

(Myh3), and the agrin-transducing receptor Musk, all known markers of denervation19–21, 

were also elevated between ~3- and 6-fold over control (p = 0.00003, 0.013, 0.0004, 

respectively) (Fig. 2.4c). Denervation in the adult induces replacement of the AChRε 

subunit with the AChRγ subunit at synaptic sites22. Staining for AChRγ with subunit-
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specific antibodies23 on cross sections of 14 week-old muscle showed that ~90% of 

BTX-labeled synaptic sites incorporated these fetal receptors in DKO SOL (Fig. 2.5). 

Absence of co-staining for the presynaptic marker SV2 suggested denervation at ~70% 

of these sites (Fig. 2.5). Even most of the SV2+ NMJs were also AChRγ + (Fig. 2.5b). 

Staining of serial sections with AChRε subunit-specific antibodies23 was consistent with 

the AChRγ staining, and directly showed that only ~10% of synaptic sites were AChRε + 

/ SV2+ in DKO SOL while over 90% were so in control (Fig. 2.5b). Thus, by 14 weeks 

in DKO SOL, most NMJs appeared denervated and had γ -subunit-containing AChRs. 

The presence of type 1 + 2A hybrid fibers in DKO SOL of young adults (Fig. 2.2e, 

above), and the selective reduction of Myh7 mRNA (Fig. 2.3a) were also consistent with 

denervation/re-innervation cycles occurring in this muscle24–26. Thus, DKO SOL in 

young adults showed signs of marked NMJ instability that included reduction of AChRε 

expression and loss of nerve-muscle contact. 
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Figure 2.14. (Supplementary Figure 5) Type 1 fibers in DKO mice undergo atrophy 

in fast twitch STN and EDL. 

(a) Representative fields from cross sections of 14-week-old control and DKO STN and 

EDL stained for type 1 MyHC (red) and for laminin (green). Three, larger-area fibers in 

the control STN are indicated by arrowheads. Five smaller type 1 fibers are also visible 

in this field. EDL type 1 fibers are typically small regardless of genotype. Scale bar: 50 

μm. (b) Type 1 fiber area data were grouped in 100- (STN) and 50-μm2 bins (EDL) 

along the X axes, respectively, and the percentages of fibers in those bins were plotted 

on the respective Y axes. In STN, fibers larger than 300 μm2 were present in control but 

absent in the DKO. In EDL, fiber size distribution was slightly, but statistically 

significantly shifted to smaller sizes (p=0.004, t-test; p=0.008, Wilconox rank sum test). 

STN: n=3 muscles per genotype; 28 fibers, control; 25 fibers, DKO. EDL: n=4 muscles 

per genotype; 51 fibers, control; 42 fibers, DKO. 
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Figure 2.4. Synaptic alterations in young adult DKO SOL. 

(a) Confocal “en face” view of a 9-week control NMJ labeled with fluorescein-BTX to 

mark AChRs (a’) and with antibodies to synaptophysin, followed by rhodamine-

conjugated secondary antibodies, to label nerve terminals (a”). Long, continuous AChR 

domains are tightly apposed by nerve terminals. (b) Confocal “en face” view of a 

fragmented NMJ in 9-week DKO muscle with small, mostly round, dim AChR domains 

(b’) variably apposed by nerve terminal staining (b”). Arrow: Side view of an aneural 

synaptic site with very weak AChR staining and axonal retraction bulb. Scale bar: 10 μ 

m. (c) Real-time PCR of mRNA for denervation and postsynaptic genes at 9 weeks. 

Chrne was reduced by ~5-fold (inset), while the other mRNAs were increased between 

3- and 60-fold. N = 6 per genotype. Values are mean + SEM. **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; t-

test v. control 
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Figure 2.5. AChRγ/ε staining in 14 week SOL cross-sections. 

(a) Control pictures show 3 innervated NMJs (SV2+) that failed to label for AChRγ 

(AChRγ -). DKO pictures show 5 AChRγ + /SV2- synaptic sites. Scale bar: 50 μ m. (b) 

Quantification for AChRγ /SV2/BTX staining. Values are mean ± (SD). N = 2 control 

muscles, 74 endplates; 3 DKO muscles, 100 endplates. (c) Control pictures show 3 

innervated NMJs (SV2+) that label for AChRε (AChRε+). DKO pictures show 5 synaptic 

sites, two strongly positive for BTX and 3 with weak BTX staining. All 5 sites lack both 

AChRε and SV2 staining. Scale bars: 50 μ m. (d) Quantification for AChRε /SV2/ BTX 

staining. Values are mean ± (SD). N = 2 control muscles, 77 endplates; 3 DKO muscles, 

77 endplates. 

 

 

 

2.3.3. Mitochondrial Alterations 

Given that over 70% of myofibers in the SOL are metabolically oxidative (type 1 
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and type 2A), we assessed oxidative capacity on cross sections of 9–14 week-old SOL 

by cytochemical staining for cytochrome oxidase (COX) and succinate dehydrogenase 

(SDH)27. These enzymes showed much reduced activity in DKO SOL relative to control 

at this age (Fig. 2.6a), consistent with diminished mitochondrial function. Next, we used 

real-time PCR to measure mRNA levels of the regulators of mitochondrial biogenesis 

peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ coactivator 1α (PGC-1α28) and PGC-1β29, 

the mitochondrial fusion/fission markers mitofusin 1 and 2 (Mfn1, Mfn2), dynamin-

related protein 1 (Drp1) 30, and the mitochondrial markers BCL2/Adenovirus E1B 19 

kDa interacting protein 3 (Bnip3), cytochrome b (Cytob), and uncoupling protein 3 

(Ucp3). While Ucp3 tended to decrease and Drp1 did not change, we found statistically 

significant ~2-fold reductions in mRNA for PGC-1β, Mfn1 and Mfn2, Bnip3, Cytob and 

PGC-1α (p values = 0.005, 0.02, 0.009, 0.001, 0.0003, 0.01, respectively) (Fig. 2.6b). A 

~3-fold reduction in PGC-1α protein was also detected in the DKO SOL (p = 0.01; Fig. 

2.6c). In contrast, PGC-1α mRNA in the fast twitch STN and TA muscles were not 

different between mutant and control at the same age (Supplementary Fig. 6). SOD2, a 

mitochondrial protein that is a direct downstream target of PCG-1α regulation31, was 

reduced ~40% in DKO SOL (p = 0.009; Fig. 2.6c). Together, these results suggest that 

absence of muscle ERK1/2 specifically in the SOL leads to reduced mitochondrial 

biogenesis, which may account, at least in part, for the lower oxidative capacity reflected 

by the decrease in COX and SDH activities. These mitochondrial alterations were also in 

keeping with the ample evidence of denervation found in these muscles26, 32. 
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2.3.4. Early Events That Precede Fiber Atrophy And Loss 

To search for potential mechanisms that drive the phenotype, we analyzed gene 

expression at 3 weeks. We chose this time point because fiber loss and atrophy were 

largely absent (Fig. 2.2b,d and Supplementary Fig. 1). We specifically focused on genes 

whose expression levels were altered at 9 weeks: Myh7 (Fig. 2.3a), the 

denervation/synaptic markers (Fig. 2.4c) and mitochondrial genes (Fig. 2.6b) as well as 

key genes for autophagy and ubiquitin-proteasome-mediated proteolysis, since these are 

primary mechanisms mediating muscle atrophy in most muscle wasting situations33,34. 

Only expression of Chrne (decreased by ~2-fold; p = 0.0006), Chrng, and Runx1 

(increased by ~3- and ~1.3-fold, respectively; p = 0.004 and 0.02, respectively) were 

statistically altered at this early time (Fig. 2.7a). Neither Myh7, or the other MyHC genes 

(Fig. 2.7b), nor the mitochondrial- or muscle atrophy-related genes (Fig. 2.7c) exhibited 

differences at the mRNA level between DKO and control SOL at this early age. These 

results suggested that synaptic alterations that may lead to denervation preceded all other 

phenotypic changes in DKO SOL. To further support this conclusion, we co-stained for 

AChRγ, SV2 and BTX to check for the presence of synapses expressing the fetal form of 

the AChR (Fig. 2.8). Control muscles at 3 weeks had a very small and variable fraction 

of AChRγ + /SV2+ synapses (2.7 ± 3.4%), consistent with previous reports that showed 

that AChRγ persists in some NMJs about a week longer in normal SOL than in fast-

twitch muscles35. However, in DKO muscle 38.5 ± 8.1% of NMJs were AChRγ + /SV2+ 

at 3 weeks of age (Fig. 2.8a, b). This ~10-fold difference in AChRγ + /SV2+ NMJs 

between DKO and control was statistically significant (p = 0.002). Consistent with the 
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slight but statistically significant increase in Runx1 mRNA (Fig. 2.7) and the presence of 

a few type1 + 2A hybrid fibers in the DKO SOL at 3 weeks (Fig. 2.2e), a small, highly-

variable fraction of endplates (3.4 ± 3.7%) appeared denervated as they lacked SV2 

staining and were AChRγ + (Fig. 2.8b). AChRγ + /SV2- synaptic sites were not detected 

in control muscles (Fig. 2.8b). Staining for AChRε at this early age showed a 

statistically significant increase in AChRε -/SV2+ NMJs in DKO muscle relative to 

control (13.4 ± 2.4% and 4.2 ± 2.2%, respectively; p = 0.008) and a corresponding 

reduction in AChRε + /SV2+ endplates (89.4 ± 4.5% control, 79.6 ± 5.2% DKO) that 

almost reached statistical significance (p = 0.07) (Fig. 2.8c, d). Because the fraction of 

AChRγ + /SV2+ NMJs (38.5 ± 8.1%) is larger than the fraction of AChRε -/SV2+ NMJs 

(13.4 ± 2.4%), it is likely that many of the AChRε + /SV2+ junctions are also AChRγ + in 

weanling DKO muscles. In this context, it should be mentioned that extrasynaptic 

background staining tended to be higher, particularly in DKO muscle, when staining for 

AChRε than when staining for AChRγ (Figs 2.5 and 2.8), which made the quantification 

more challenging for the former than for the latter. We next stained simultaneously for 

AChRγ, positively for MyHCs 1 and 2A, negatively for 2X + 2B, and added BTX to try 

to determine if AChRγ -containing NMJs preferentially localized to a particular fiber 

type at this early time in DKO SOL. We found that 71% of AChRγ + endplates occurred 

on type 1 fibers (40/56 endplates, n = 3 muscles), while 25% and 2% of endplates 

containing this subunit were found on type 2A and 2X/2B fibers, respectively (Fig. 2.9). 

Thus despite higher proportion of type 2 fibers in SOL (Fig. 2.2e), synapses on type 1 

fibers were much more susceptible to alteration following ERK1/2 deficiency than those 
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on type 2 fibers. Taken together, these results strongly suggest that a defective γ /ε -

AChR switch and perhaps even loss of synaptic connectivity, particularly on type 1 

fibers, are early events in the development of the wasting phenotype in DKO SOL. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Mitochondrial phenotype in young adult DKO SOL. 

(a) Reduced cytochrome oxidase (COX) and succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) activity on 

control and DKO SOL cross sections of 9 week mice. Scale bars: Top row pictures 200 

μ m; middle and bottom row pictures 50 μ m. N = 2 per genotype. (b) Real-time PCR for 

mRNA of mitochondrial markers on 9 week SOL. N = 6 per genotype. Values are mean 

+ SEM. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; t-test v. control. (c) Top 2 Western blots illustrate active 

(pERK1/2) and total (tERK1/2) ERK protein levels in 9-week control and DKO SOL. 

The same lysates were probed in separate blots for PGC-1α (middle blot) and SOD2 

(bottom blot). Loading of PGC-1α and SOD2 blots was assayed with α -tubulin antibody 

(α -Tub, bottom blot). (d) PCG-1α and SOD2 quantification. N = 3 per genotype. Values 

are mean + SD. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; t-test v. control. 
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Figure 2.15. (Supplementary Figure 6) Relative PGC-1α mRNA expression in 

young adult STN and TA. 

Real time PCR for PGC-1α at 9 weeks. N=6 per genotype/muscle. Values are mean + 

SEM. No statistically significant changes were detected. 
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Figure 2.7. Relative mRNA expression at 3 weeks. 

(a) Real-time PCR of mRNA for denervation and postsynaptic genes at 3 weeks. Chrne 

was reduced by ~2-fold, while Chrng and Runx1 were increased by ~3- and 1.3-fold, 

respectively. (b) Real-time PCR of mRNA for MyHC genes. (c) Real-time PCR of 

mRNA for mitochondrial (Pgc-1α – Mfn2) and protein degradation genes (Sqstm1 (p62), 

Atrogin1 and Murf1). None of these genes showed any expression changes with 

genotype at this age. N = 6 control, 5 DKO. Values are mean + SEM. **p < 0.01; *p < 

0.05; t-test v. control. 
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Figure 2.8. AChRγ/ε staining in 3 week SOL cross-sections. 

(a) Control pictures show 7 innervated NMJs (SV2+) that were AChRγ -. DKO pictures 

show 4 AChRγ + /SV2+ NMJs in focus. Scale bar: 50 μ m. (b) Quantification for AChRγ 

/SV2/BTX staining. Values are mean ± (SD). N = 3 control muscles, 139 endplates; 3 

DKO muscles, 148 endplates. (c) Control pictures show 5 innervated NMJs (SV2+) that 

label for AChRε (AChRε+). DKO pictures show 4 synaptic sites (arrowheads) where 

AChRε staining is not above extrasynaptic background levels on same fiber (AChRε -). 

The other endplates are AChRε +. Scale bar: 50 μ m. (d) Quantification for AChRε 

/SV2/BTX staining. Values are mean ± (SD). N = 3 control muscles, 145 endplates; 3 

DKO muscles, 109 endplates. 
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Figure 2.9. AChRγ staining preferentially at NMJs on type 1 fibers in 3-week old 

DKO SOL.  

(a) Four NMJs labeled with fluorescein BTX, three on type 2A fibers and one (yellow 

arrowhead) on a type 1 fiber. Only the latter is AChRγ+. BTX and type 2A staining were 

visualized in fluorescein channel; AChRγ visualized in rhodamine channel; type 1 

visualized in Cy5 (647 nm) channel. Scale bar: 50 μ m. (b) Quantification of AChRγ+ 

NMJs by fiber types in DKO SOL. N = 3 muscles; 56 NMJs. 
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Figure 2.16. (Supplementary Figure 7) Morphological and molecular effects are 

absent in ERK1-deficient SOL. 

(a) Cross sections of SOL from 9-week-old control and Erk1-/- stained for laminin to 

outline individual muscle fibers. Note overall similar morphology between mutant and 

control muscles. Erk1-/- SOL lacks the dramatic heterogeneity in fiber size found in DKO 

SOL (Fig 2.5.2a). Scale bar: 300 μm. (b) Real time PCR for Chrne, Chrng, Runx1, Musk 

and Myh3 at 9 weeks for control and Erk1-/- SOL. N=6 for control and n=5 for Erk1-/-. 

Values are mean + SEM. No statistically significant changes were detected. 
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2.4 Discussion 

The analysis of the slow-twitch SOL muscles in mice lacking ERK1/2 in 

myofibers reveals that these kinases critically regulate type 1 fiber size in vivo. This 

regulation may extend to type 1 fibers in many muscle groups as their atrophy was 

detected in fast-twitch STN and EDL. ERK1/2 also appears to control the γ /ε -AChR 

switch at maturing NMJs in SOL, whose impairment precedes any other alterations.    

ERK phosphorylation levels in adult rat skeletal muscle fibers are sensitive to the 

firing pattern of the motoneurons that innervate them. In particular, a low frequency/high 

amount impulse pattern (20 Hz), typical of slow motoneurons that innervate type 1 

fibers, elicited the highest increase in ERK phosphorylation when applied to adult rat 

SOL muscle9. Firing patterns more similar to those for type 2B or type 2A motor units 

failed to stimulate, or more modestly induced ERK activation, respectively9. These 

results predict that removal of ERK from skeletal muscle fibers should more 

dramatically affect the type 1 muscle fibers. Our results in mouse SOL are consistent 

with this prediction and support the notion that ERK1/2 play a critical role in type 1 

fibers. Although type 2 fibers are also affected as they undergo both atrophy and 

hypertrophy (Fig. 2.3), the dramatic myofiber wasting in young adult DKO SOL directly 

correlates with its higher content of type 1 fibers (~30%, this work and others (e.g.16)) 

relative to the previously examined STN and TA10. Type 1 fiber atrophy was also 

detected in fast twitch muscles. In DKO STN there was a clear absence of large type 1 

fibers, while in the EDL the atrophy was less robust but present statistically. The 

difficulty of detecting robust atrophy in EDL might be related to the already small size 
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of its few slow fibers. Indeed, type 1 fibers in control EDL were on average as small as 

the most atrophied fibers in the DKO SOL (Fig. 2.3b). In addition, it is known that type 

1 fibers in the rat EDL, for example, are resistant to denervation-induced atrophy, while 

they are very sensitive in the SOL24. Rat type 1 fibers in SOL are ~3 times larger than in 

the EDL16. Thus, it is possible that small type 1 fibers for some reason are much less 

sensitive to the lack of ERK1/2 than large type 1 fibers. 

Since our DKO mice lack ERK1 in all cells, including motoneurons, it is 

reasonable to ask whether the absence of ERK1 in motoneurons lowers the threshold for 

the defects in NMJ maturation we observed. This does not appear to be the case as SOL 

morphology and relative mRNA levels of synaptic/denervation markers in young adult 

Erk1−/− mice were similar to control (Supplementary Fig. 7). 

A primary role of myofiber ERK1/2 in DKO SOL seems to be synaptic rather 

than extrasynaptic since a defective γ /ε -AChR subunit switch, largely confined, but not 

exclusive to NMJs on type 1 fibers, preceded fiber loss and atrophy. Chrne−/− mice 

survive development and go normally through some milestones of postnatal synaptic 

maturation such as synapse elimination3, 4. However, their NMJs, which retain the fetal 

AChRγ subunit, have a much lower density of AChRs and show structural postnatal 

abnormalities such as fragmentation4, 5. Chrne−/− mice also develop muscle atrophy, 

show a fast-to-slow fiber type transition in both fast- and slow-twitch muscles36, and fail 

to live past 14 weeks. These results indicate that ε -containing AChRs play a structural 

role in the normal maturation of the NMJ, and that a defective γ /ε -switch leads to 

alterations in the maintenance of muscle fibers. Thus the defective γ /ε -switch may be a 
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contributor to the striking wasting of the SOL muscle in ERK1/2 deficient mice. A 

reduction of AChRε expression is common to the STN, TA10, and SOL (Fig. 2.3c) in 

young adult DKO animals. These reductions are averages for the whole muscle, and it is 

possible they are larger at some synaptic sites than at others, as suggested by the AChRγ 

/ε staining (Fig. 2.4). Specific molecular mechanisms by which ERK1/2 upregulate 

AChRε expression in vivo remain to be determined, although transcriptional regulation 

is likely one of them37, 38. As in the Chrne−/− mice, induction of AChRγ expression in 

ERK1/2-deficient fibers may arise as compensation to the reduction in AChRε and/or 

after denervation. Alternatively, ERK1/2 may be necessary to repress AChRγ 

expression, at least in type 1, and perhaps some type 2A fibers. There are some 

differences between the ERK1/2-deficient and Chrne−/− SOL that suggest that processes 

other than the defective γ /ε -AChR switch also contribute to the phenotype of the 

former. Neither fiber loss, in general, nor atrophy of type 1 fibers or reduction of Myh7 

expression, in particular, were reported in Chrne−/− SOL at least up to 9 weeks of age36. 

Moreover, although physiological evidence3 and presence of terminal axonal sprouts4 

suggested some degree of paralysis or partial denervation, it is unclear if anatomical 

denervation actually occurs at AChRε -less NMJs. One could speculate that had the 

Chrne−/− mice survived longer than the 2–3 months of their average lifespan, clearer 

signs of denervation might have been detected in their SOL. In DKO SOL, denervation 

extended to ~70% of synaptic sites by 14 weeks of age (Fig. 2.5). This denervation is 

myogenic, and not neurogenic, in origin, as no changes in activate or total ERK2 levels 

were detected in spinal cord of DKO mice10. This finding is consistent with the lack of 
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Cre expression in spinal cord for the human α -skeletal actin-Cre driver used to generate 

these mice (http://www.informatics.jax.org/recombinase/specificity?id= 

MGI:2447635&systemKey= 4856356). The precise mechanism(s) responsible for 

denervation is unclear, and it is possible that different mechanisms operate on different 

fiber types depending on their activity level. Fiber loss, which occurred mainly between 

3–6 weeks (Fig. 2.2d), and which appeared fiber-type unspecific (Supplementary Fig. 2), 

may have produced remodeling of motor unit size in the whole mutant SOL. Moreover, 

the longer open times of the γ -containing AChR2 might lead to increased local 

postsynaptic Ca2+, which might cause endplate degeneration and induction of slow-

channel-like myasthenia39. Perhaps in the absence of ERK1/2, the tonic pattern of 

activity of type1 fibers and certain types of 2A fibers makes them more susceptible to 

synaptic Ca2+ overload than the phasic firing pattern of type 2B fibers. Alternatively or 

in addition, fiber-wide activity-dependent metabolic damage due to mitochondrial 

alterations or other general defects in post-weaning maturation may be responsible for 

the persistent denervation in young adult DKO SOL. Alterations in mitochondrial 

biogenesis and function were suggested by the reduction in COX and SDH activities and 

in mitochondrial markers, particularly PGC1-α (Fig. 2.6). Lack of PCG-1α reduces 

mitochondrial biogenesis40, but it also appears to modulate denervation-induced 

mitophagy, at least in fast-twitch muscles41. Further experiments are required to 

investigate a possible signaling link between ERK1/2 and PGC-1α, and its potential 

impact on mitochondrial dynamics. The mitochondrial alterations might trigger and/or 

increase the severity of denervation-induced wasting in ERK1/2-deficient SOL. To our 
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knowledge, mitochondrial phenotypes have not been studied in Chrne−/− mice. It will be 

interesting to do so to compare and contrast with our ERK1/2-deficient mice. 

At 3 weeks we also saw a lack of 2B fibers in the DKO SOL (Fig. 2.2). These 

fibers were a small, very variable minority in control muscle at this age that in any event, 

were normally reduced to the levels present in DKO muscle by 5–6 weeks. Although this 

was an early event, it is unlikely that it is a major driver of the wasting of the DKO 

SOL as these fibers constitute such a minor component of the normal SOL. Furthermore, 

expression of Myh4 mRNA (Supplementary Fig. 3) and 2B proportions by 

immunostaining, even in predominantly fast-twitch STN and TA muscles, are not 

affected by the lack of myofiber ERK1/210. Induction of AChRγ specifically in type 1 

fibers is a common feature of many human neuromuscular disorders42. Although simple 

neurogenic denervation is the presumed main mechanism underlying this effect in most -

but not all- cases, it is unclear why it is restricted to type 1 fibers. Given our results in 

mice, downregulation of myofiber ERK1/2 signaling might be an underappreciated 

mechanism driving this phenomenon. 

 2.5 Materials and Methods 

Ethics Statement 

Care and treatment of all animals followed the National Institutes of Health 

Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and were approved by the 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Texas A&M University under animal 

use protocols 2012-168 and 2014-060. 
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Mice and Genotyping 

Generation and genotyping of mice were described previously10. Cre was driven 

by the human α -skeletal muscle actin (Hsa) promoter. Mice deficient in germ line 

ERK1 and myofiber ERK2 came from the following cross: Hsa-Cre+/−; Erk1+/−; Erk2f/f x 

Hsa-Cre−/−; Erk1−/−; Erk2f/f. The genotype of mutant animals (referred in the text as 

DKO mice) was Hsa-Cre+/−; Erk1−/−; Erk2f/f. The genotype of controls was Hsa-Cre−/−; 

Erk1+/?; Erk2f/f. Males and females of all genotypes were used in all experiments.  

Myofiber Morphological Analysis and Typing 

Mice were euthanized by CO2 and muscles were immediately dissected. Muscles 

were embedded in tissue-tek (OCT, Sakura, Torrance, CA) within a plastic mold, frozen 

in liquid N2-cooled isopentane and stored at − 80 °C until use. Dystrophin staining of 

transverse frozen sections was performed essentially as previously described except that 

sections were not fixed43. The same protocol was followed for laminin staining with a 

chicken polyclonal Ab IgY primary at 1:400, and a goat anti-chicken IgY H + L 

AlexaFluor 647 secondary at 1:500 (Abcam, Cambridge, MA). Fiber typing was done by 

multicolor immunofluorescence staining16 with some modifications. The same primary 

myosin heavy chain antibodies (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, Iowa City, 

Iowa) at the previously reported dilutions were used to positively stain for type 1 (BA-

F8), type 2A (SC-71), and type 2B (BF-F3). Type 2X fibers were those that remained 

unstained. Primary antibodies were visualized simultaneously with secondary antibodies 

(ThermoFisher Scientific/LifeTechnologies, Grand Island, New York) at 1:500 dilution: 

BA-F8 with Alexa-647 goat anti-mouse IgG2b; SC-71 with Alexa-488 goat anti-mouse 
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IgG1; BF-F3 with Alexa-568 goat anti-mouse IgM. For fiber typing of individual cross 

sections, 10X images for each of the three fluorescence channels were taken with a 

Nikon wide-field E1000 microscope (Nikon Inc., Melville, New York), then merged and 

pseudocolored in Metamorph (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, California). To 

reconstruct an entire muscle cross section, the above overlapping images were 

assembled as a montage in Photoshop (Adobe Systems Inc., San Jose, CA). Individual 

fluorescence channels from these composites were counted to obtain the number of 

fibers of each type within one entire cross section. All fibers within the composites were 

counted. These numbers were used to derive the total number of fibers and relative fiber 

type composition. Fiber area was also derived from these images by first manually 

drawing a border around stained fibers within a channel using the trace region tool in 

Metamorph. These regions of interest were thresholded and analyzed with the integrated 

morphometric analysis tool to determine their area. As these images overlapped to cover 

the entire cross section, care was taken not to measure the same fibers more than once. 

At least 60% of fibers per muscle were processed this way for all but the 5–6 week 

controls, where at least 40% were so measured. Replicates per muscle per genotype were 

averaged for final quantification. 

AChRγ/ε Staining and Quantification 

Rabbit antibodies to AChRγ and AChRε were a kind gift of Dr. Norihiro Yumoto 

(New York University) and were previously characterized23. Immunostaining of 

transverse serial sections was performed as described above with the following 

modifications: Blocking and antibody incubation for AChRγ experiments were 
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performed in 10% normal goat serum in PBS + 0.1% Triton X-100, whereas for AChRε 

experiments they were blocked and incubated in 5% non-fat dry milk in PBS. These 

antibodies were visualized with rhodamine-goat anti-rabbit IgG (Jackson 

Immunoresearch Laboratories Inc., West Grove, PA) at 1:400. All AChRs were labeled 

with fluorescein-α -BTX, LifeTechnologies) at 1:3000. Nerve terminals were labeled 

with mouse monoclonal antibody to SV2 (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank) at 

1:10, visualized with Alexa-647 goat anti-mouse IgG (LifeTechnologies) at 1:400. For 

quantification, 10 images per slide were taken for each separate channel per muscle at 

20X magnification with a wide-field microscope (Nikon). BTX-positive synaptic sites 

were scored for AChR subunit and SV2 staining. Positive staining was that above 

extrasynaptic background on same fiber. Although we noticed differences in intensity of 

AChRγ /ε staining among synaptic sites, no efforts were made to quantify these levels 

separately. For AChRγ and type 1/2A MyHC co-staining, sections remained unfixed 

throughout. AChRγ , type 1 and type 2A MyHCs were visualized with the same 

secondary antibodies used above. Fluorescein-BTX was included to mark synaptic sites. 

Thus type 2A and BTX staining were both observed under fluorescein optics. 

Whole Mount Staining and Confocal Microscopy 

Visualization of NMJs by whole mount and confocal microscopy was done as described 

previously10.  

Western Blotting 

Muscle lysates were prepared in 25 mM Tris pH 7.4, 95 mM NaCl, 1 mM 

EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 1% SDS, 10% Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (P8340, Sigma-Aldrich, 
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St. Louis, MO), 5 mM NaF, 2 mM Na3VO4, 2.5 mM Na4P2O7. Protein analysis by 

western blotting was done as described previously10, except 30 μ g of total lysate per 

sample was used. The antibody to PGC-1α (NBP1-48320. Novus Biologicals, Littleton, 

CO) was used at 1:2000. The antibody to SOD2 (SOD-111. Stressgen Biotechnologies, 

Victoria, BC) was used at 1:10000. 

In Situ Mitochondrial Enzyme Activity 

Cytochrome oxidase (COX) and succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) activity on 

unfixed cross sections were performed as described27. Cross sections from control and 

DKO muscles were always run at the same time. Images were acquired with an EC3 

camera and software (Leica Microsystems Inc., Buffalo Grove, IL), mounted on an 

Eclipse E1000 microscope (Nikon). 

Real-Time Quantitative PCR 

Total RNA extraction, reverse transcription, and real-time PCR were performed 

essentially as previously reported10. 200 ng of total RNA per sample was used to 

generate cDNA. Cycle threshold (Ct) values obtained for 18 S rRNA were used to 

equalize differences in total RNA per sample. Transcript level fold-change was 

determined by the 2−DeltaDeltaCt method44 and values were normalized to the Ct values 

obtained for control muscle for each gene. All Taqman primer sets and probes were from 

ThermoFisher/ Life Technologies as follows: 18 S rRNA (4333760 F), Atrogin1 

(Mm00499523_m1), Bnip3 (Mm01275600_g1), Chrne (Mm00437411_m1), Chrng 

(Mm00437419_m1), Cytb (Mm04225271_g1), Drp1 (Mm01342903_m1), Mfn1 

(Mm00612599_m1), Mfn2 (Mm00500120_m1), Murf1 (Mm01185221_m1), Musk 
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(Mm01346929_m1), Myh1 (Mm01332489_m1), Myh2 (Mm01332564_m1), Myh3 

(Mm01332463_m1), Myh4 (Mm01332518_m1), Myh7 (Mm01319006_g1), Myog 

(Mm00446194_m1), Pgc-1α (Mm01208835_m1), Pgc-1β (Mm00504720_m1), Runx1 

(Mm01213404_m1), Sqstm1 (Mm00448091_m1), Ucp3 (Mm00494077_m1). 

Statistical Analysis 

All experiments were done at least in two biological replicas per genotype. Here 

biological replicas had a n ≤ 3 numerical data are expressed as mean ± SD. All real-time 

PCR experiments had at least 5 biological replicas per genotype. Numerical data for 

these experiments are expressed as mean ± SEM. Two-sample, two-tailed Student t-tests 

were used to compare means and were computed with Microsoft Excel (Microsoft 

Corporation, Redmond, WA). Wilcoxon rank sum test probabilities to compare 

distributions were computed at http://socr.stat.ucla.edu. Significance was set at P values 

of < 0.05 for* and of < 0.01 for**. 
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CHAPTER III 

 

MANUSCRIPT#2 

 

 

3.1 Overview 

After muscle denervation, Bone Morphogenetic Protein (BMP) signaling is 

activated and protects normal skeletal muscle from further atrophy. We found extensive 

denervation in SOL from young adult Erk1/2 DKO mice. To test the role of ERK1/2 

pathway in BMP mediated muscle mass maintenance, firstly, we measured mRNA 

expression of several important BMP components and phosphorylation level of 

Smad1/5/8 (the key regulator for BMP signaling transduction) in ERK1/2 DKO SOL 

and ERK1/2-inhibited myotubes. We found increased expression of Gdf5 and Gdf 6 

(BMPXX and BMPYY, respectively), decreased expression of Bmpr1b, unchanged 

expression of Id-1, Noggin and Smad6, and unchanged phosphorylation level of 

Smad1/5/8 in ERK1/2 DKO SOL. These experiments suggest that BMP signaling is not 

activated in ERK1/2 DKO SOL after denervation. Next, we observed unchanged 

phosphorylation level of Smad1/5/8 in ERK1/2- inhibited, BMP4-treated myotubes 

along with unchanged expression of Bmpr1b, suggesting that ERK1/2 regulate BMP 

signaling in SOL through an indirect mechanism. 

 

 

3.2 Introduction 
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Skeletal muscle functionality is a crucial factor that supports normal activities of 

human beings, such as respiration and locomotion. To achieve this, muscle mass should 

be well maintained. Loss of muscle mass due to sarcopenia (in normal aging) or 

cachexia (in the condition of diseases) is actually the signal of unbalanced protein 

degradation and synthesis. Many signaling pathways participate in balancing muscle 

protein breakdown and production, such as IGF-1-PI3K-Akt-mTOR axis1, 2, ubiquitin-

proteasome system (UPS) 3 and autophagy-lysosomal pathway4 

In addition to these classic key regulators, the “cross-talk” with other pathways 

are also vital to ensure them processing normally. For example, the bone morphogenetic 

proteins (BMPs)- activated Smad 1/5/8 promote skeletal muscle hypertrophy by 

controlling activities of Akt –mTOR pathway5 and inhibiting histone deacetylase 4 

(HDAC4)- Myogenin induced muscle atrophy6. BMPs, which belong to the transforming 

growth factor beta (TGFb) superfamily, bind to Type II receptors, such as BMPR2, to 

facilitate recruitment of type I receptors such as BMPRIA, BMPR1B. Consequently, 

Smad1/5/8 are phosphorylated, form a complex with Smad4 and eventually translocate 

into the nucleus to target specific genes7. BMP signaling is necessary for skeletal muscle 

mass maintenance after denervation. Denervation promotes expression of Gdf5 

(encoding BMP14) and Gdf6 (encoding BMP13) and subsequently induce 

phosphorylation of Smad1/5/8 so as to activate BMP signaling7. 

Overexpression of BMP-7 is able to significantly mitigate muscle atrophy after 

denervation8, 9. Conversely, inhibition of BMP signaling by removal of GDF5 or 

increasing Smad6 expression worsens denervation-induced muscle atrophy8, 9.  
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BMP ligands belong to TGF-superfamily and have different selectivity for 

specific BMP receptor subtypes to achieve distinct biological functions.  As an important 

member of BMP signaling, GDF5 (Growth/ differentiation factor 5, a.k.a. BMP14) is 

widely expressed in developing CNS10 and play roles in skeletal and joint 

development11, 12. GDF5 was proposed to maintain skeletal muscle mass after 

denervation 5, 8 and thought to promote re-innervation13.  The increase of Gdf5 

expression is due to the release of inhibitory effect after denervation from two 

transcriptional co-repressors Dach2-Hdac913.  

In our previous study14, we found signs of partial denervation in ERK1/2 DKO 

SOL at young adult age (see chapter II for details): (1) nerve sprouts at NMJs (2) 

increased expression of several denervation markers: Chrng (encoding AChR), Runx1, 

Myogenin, and Myh3 (3) majority of BTX labelled AChRs contain AChRsubunit and 

lost their contact to nerve terminals (negative staining for Synaptic Vesicle protein 2). 

However, we did not see denervation in ERK1/2 DKO TA15n this chapter, we explore 

the status of BMP signaling in ERK1/2 DKO SOL and normal myotubes. We conclude 

that: (1) ERK1/ 2 is required for denervation induced- BMP signaling activation in 

skeletal muscle, at least in SOL; (2) Reduced expression of Bmpr1b, unchanged 

expression of Noggin and Smad6, are potential factors that account for inefficient BMP 

activation in ERK1/2 DKO skeletal muscle; (3) ERK1/2 regulated BMP activation 

probably depends on changes to ERK1/2-regulated downstream genes rather than direct 

interaction through kinase activity. 

3.3 Results 
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 3.3.1 Impaired activation of BMP-signaling in ERK1/2 DKO SOL 

Because Gdf5 and Gdf6 expression were largely induced after denervation and 

they seem to be the major ligands to activate BMP signaling8, we sought to examine the 

expression of Gdf5 and Gdf6 in ERK1/2 DKO SOL at 3 weeks and 9 weeks postnatally, 

which are the two typical time points we used before14. At 3 weeks, we found a slight 

increased expression of Gdf5 in ERK1/2 DKO SOL (1.7-fold higher than control) 

(Fig.3.1A), which is probably not induced by denervation per se, because ERK1/2 DKO 

TA, which did not have the sign of denervation15, showed the similar expression level of 

Gdf5 when compared to control (2.1 fold higher than control) (Fig.3.1A).  However, 9-

week ERK1/2 DKO SOL had a much more increased Gdf5 level (132-fold higher than 

control) (Fig.3.1B). In addition, the Gdf6 level went up as well ( 36-fold higher than 

control) (Fig.3.1B). In contrast, Gdf5 and Gdf6 levels were unchanged between ERK1/2 

DKO and WT TA at this age (Insert, Fig.3.1B). This finding was consistent with a 

previous study of nerve transection-induced-denervation model5, 8, suggesting the initial 

step of BMP signaling activation, i.e., GDF5/6 induction, was not affected by the loss of 

ERK1/2 in SOL.  

Next, we measured the expression of Bmpr1a, Bmpr1b, Bmpr2, Acvr2a, and 

Acvr2b, which are crucial BMP receptors for ligand binding and phosphorylation of 

Smad1/5/816. Among these receptors, BMPR1B may be more important than others, 

because it is favored by GDF517 and GDF618, which are the major ligands for BMP 

activation after nerve transection-induced denervation8. At postnatal 3weeks, Bmpr1b 

expression in ERK1/2 DKO SOL decreased to ~78% of that in WT SOL while Bmpr1b 
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level stayed unchanged in DKO TA compared to WT TA (Fig.3.1C). At postnatal 

9weeks, Bmpr1b expression in DKO SOL further dropped to ~67% of that in WT SOL 

and Bmpr1a expression in DKO SOL had an increase (1.5-fold higher than control) 

(Fig.3.1D). The upregulation of Bmpr1a expression at 9weeks suggested a possible 

compensation effect for the reduction in Bmpr1b.  

Noggin is a secreted protein that antagonizes BMP signaling by blocking BMPs’ 

ability to bind their receptors19. Noggin expression is decreased in normal muscle after 

denervation, but it showed no changes in ERK1/2 DKO SOL and TA at either time 

points when compared to their controls (Fig.3.1E, F). As mentioned above, Smad4 forms 

a complex with Smad1/5/8 and translocate to the nucleus. Smad-4 can be phosphorylated 

by ERK to promote TGF- induced Smad2/3/4 nucleus translocation20. In our ERK1/2 

DKO SOL and TA, Smad-4 expression was largely unchanged (Fig.3.1E, F). Smad-6, 

one of the inhibitory Smads, is known to interact with activated BMP Type I receptors 

and compete with Smad1/5/8 so that they cannot be phosphorylated21. The Smad-6 

expression had no changes in all groups (Fig.3.1E, F).  

Next, we sought to examine the expression level of Id-1, which belongs to E-

protein family and is transcriptionally regulated by Smad1/5/8/4 complex22.  Id-1 

increases after denervation in normal muscle8. However, Id-1 was unchanged in ERK1/2 

DKO SOL when compared to WT SOL (Fig.3.1G), suggesting deactivation of BMP 

signaling in DKO SOL. 
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Figure 3.1. Relative mRNA expression of BMP signaling component in 

ERK1/2DKO muscles at 3 and 9 weeks of age. 

(A) Relative mRNA expression for Gdf5 and Gdf6 genes in SOL and TA at 3 weeks. 

Gdf5 was increased by ~1.8-fold and ~2.1-fold in SOL and TA, respectively. (B) 

Relative mRNA expression for Gdf5 and Gdf6 genes in SOL and TA at 9 weeks. Gdf5 

and Gdf6 were increased by ~132-fold and ~36-fold, respectively. (C) Relative mRNA 

expression for Bmpr1a, Bmpr1b, Bmpr2, Acvr2a and Acvr2b genes in SOL at 3 weeks. 

Bmpr1b was dropped by ~1.3-fold. (D) Relative mRNA expression for Bmpr1a, 

Bmpr1b, Bmpr2, Acvr2a and Acvr2b genes in SOL at 9 weeks. Bmpr1a was increased by 

~1.5-fold while Bmpr1b and Acvr2b were decreased by ~1.5-fold and ~1.5-fold, 

respectively. (E) Relative mRNA expression for Noggin, Smad4 and Smad6 genes in 

SOL and TA at 3 weeks. (F) Relative mRNA expression for Noggin, Smad4 and Smad6 

genes in SOL and TA at 9 weeks. (G) Relative mRNA expression for Id-1gene in SOL at 

3 and 9 weeks. N = 5 control, 5 DKO. Values are mean + SEM. **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05; t-

test v. control. 
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Figure 3.1 Continued. 

 

To look further into the BMP signaling in ERK-deficient skeletal muscle, we 

sought to measure phosphorylation level of Smad1/5/8, which is crucial for BMP 

signaling transduction. We first transected the tibial branch of the sciatic nerve of 

control, wild-type animals and compared the phosphorylation level of Smad1/5/8 in 

denervated and the contralateral SOL after 1 week. In denervated SOL, as expected, 

normalized P-Smad1/5/8 to total-Smad1/5/8 (T-Smad1/5/8) and -tubulin (-tub) was 

increased ~1.7 fold and ~1.4 fold, respectively, when compared to their contralateral 

sides (Fig.3.2C, E, left). In contrast, there was no difference between ERK1/2 DKO and 
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WT SOL in terms of the normalized P-Smad1/5/8 level to T-smad1/5/8 and -tub 

(Fig.3.2C, E, right). These results suggest Smad1/5/8 was not activated in ERK1/2 DKO 

SOL and are consistent with our inability to detect induction of BMP-signaling regulated 

genes such as Id-1 in the same mutant muscles. 

3.3.2 ERK1/2 indirectly regulate BMP signaling pathway in vitro 

To attempt replicating the results in vivo and to distinguish whether the 

activation of BMP signaling is induced by ERK1/2’s kinase activity or ERK1/2 

downstream signaling, we firstly applied BMP4 to cultured myotubes for different times 

series (10mins, 1hour, 2hours and 4hours) and tested Smad1/5/8 activation by Western 

blot. Consistent with prior results from others, the normalized P-Smad1/5/8 level was 

significantly induced in the BMP4-treated group at all time points (Fig3.3B). Next, we 

pretreated C2C12 myotubes with ERK1/2 inhibitor U0126 and then incubated them in 

BMP4 for the same time series. The normalized P-Smad1/5/8 level was unchanged 

between control and U0126 treated group at all time points (10mins, 1hour, 2hours and 4 

hours) (Fig3.3D). Blotting for phosphor-ERK showed that U0126 was effective in 

blocking ERK activation in these experiments (Fig3.3D). Further, we examined the 

mRNA level of Bmpr1a, Bmpr1b and Bmpr2 in either control or U0126 treated C2C12 

myotubes. Levels of these BMP receptors stayed unchanged between the control and 

U0126 treated group (4 hours and 8 hours) (Fig 3.4). Next, to rule out the possibility that 

ERK1/2 specifically regulate BMP signaling in SOL, we repeated the experiments above 

using sol8 cells, which are derived from SOL myoblasts and supposed to more closely 

retain properties of SOL muscle fibers23. Again, normalized P-Smad1/5/8 level were 
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largely unchanged (Fig 3.3F). The unchanged P-Smad1/5/8 in BMP stimulated-c2c12 

and sol8 myotubes after treatment of ERK1/2 inhibitor suggests that ERK1/2 are unable 

to phosphorylate Smad1/5/8 directly. We observed reduced Bmpr1b expression in 

ERK1/2 DKO SOL (Fig 3.1C, D), however, we could not replicate this result by 

pharmacologically inhibiting ERK1/2 kinase activity in c2c12 cells. Altogether these 

results suggest ERK1/2 may regulate BMP signaling in an indirect way. 
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Figure 3.2. The phosphorylation level of Smad/1/5/8 in ERK1/2 DKO SOL at 9 

weeks of age. 

(A) Western blot for P-smad1/5/8, total Smad-1/5/8(T-Smad) and α –tubulin (α -Tub) in 

denervated SOL and their contralateral SOL. The tibial branch of the sciatic nerve of 

control animals was transected and the denervated SOL and their contralateral SOL were 

collected 1 week later. (B) The western blot for P-Smad1/5/8, T-Smad, and α –Tub in 

control and ERK1/2 DKO SOL. (C) Normalization of P-Smad1/5/8 to α –Tub showed 

the P-Smad1/5/8 level in denervated SOL were ~1.4 fold of their contralateral SOL; P-

Smad1/5/8 level in ERK1/2 DKO SOL stayed the same as it in control SOL. (D) 

Normalization of T-Smad1/5/8 to α –Tub in denervated SOL, their contralateral SOL, 

control, and ERK1/2 DKO SOL. (E) Normalization of P-Smad1/5/8 to α –Tub showed 

the P-Smad1/5/8 level in denervated SOL were ~1.7 fold of their contralateral SOL; P-

Smad1/5/8 level in ERK1/2 DKO SOL stayed the same as it in control SOL. N =3 each 

group. Values are mean + SEM. *p < 0.05; t-test v. control.  
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Figure 3.3. The phosphorylation level of Smad/1/5/8 in C2c12 and sol8 myotubes. 

(A) Schematic panel to show the experimental design. Myotubes were applied BMP4 

after the “0” time point. (B) Western blots for P-Smad1/5/8 and α –Tub in control and 

BMP4 treated c2c12 myotubes. (C) Western blots for P-Smad1/5/8 and α –Tub in 

control and U0126 treated c2c12 myotubes. C2c12 cells were pre-treated with BMP4. 

The blots show inhibition of p-ERK1/2 in U0126 treated group and BMP4 induced 

increase of P-Smad1/5/8 level in all groups (D) Quantification for normalized P-

Smad1/5/8 to α –Tub shows there is no significant difference between control and 

U0126 treated c2c12 myotubes. (E) Western blots for P-Smad1/5/8 and α –Tub in 

control and U0126 treated sol8 myotubes. Sol8 myotubes were treated the same as c2c12 

myotubes. (F) Quantification of normalized P-Smad1/5/8 to α –Tub shows there is no 

significant difference between control and U0126 treated sol8 myotubes. N= 3 control, 3 

U0126 treated in (C); a single experiment in (E). Values are mean + SEM. t-test v. 

control. 
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Figure 3.4. Relative Bmpr expression in ERK1/2 inhibited c2c12 myotubes. 

Relative expression of Bmpr1a, Bmpr1b, and Bmpr2 in control and U0126 treated c2c12 

myotubes at 4 hours and 8 hours. N=5 control, 6 U0126 treated. Values are mean + 

SEM. t-test v. control.  

 

 

3.4 Discussion 

The huge increase of Gdf5 expression in ERK1/2 DKO SOL (Fig.3.1B) is 

consistent with the changes of Gdf5 in the nerve transection-induced denervation 

model8, further confirming denervation in ERK1/2 DKO SOL. The unchanged 

expression level of Gdf5 in ERK1/2 DKO TA suggest it is denervation that induces 

upregulation of Gdf5 in ERK1/2 DKO SOL, probably through Dach2-Hdac9 signaling.  

GDF6 (also called BMP13) share ~80-86% identify with GDF5 and GDF7 within the 

mature C-terminal region18, suggesting GDF6 has the similar function as GDF5. Nerve 

cut-induced denervation increased the expression of Gdf6, which also happens in the 

ERK1/2 DKO SOL (Fig.3.5.1B).  
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BMP receptors include 3 type I receptors, such as BMPRIA (a.k.a. ALK3), 

BMPRIB (a.k.a. ALK6), and AcvrIA (a.k.a. ALK2) and 3 type II receptors, such as 

BMPRII, AcvrIIA, and AcvrIIB. BMPR1B is the specific type I receptor favored by 

GDF517 and the expression of Bmpr1b went up upon nerve lesion induced denervation5. 

However, we saw downregulation of Bmpr1b in ERK1/2 DKO SOL at 3 weeks when the 

sign of denervation is rare (Fig.3.1C). Further decrease of Bmpr1b expression was 

observed at 9 weeks along with increased expression of Bmpr1a, which probably results 

from compensation effect for loss of Bmpr1b (Fig. 3.1D). The downregulation of 

Bmpr1b expression might explain why ERK1/2 DKO SOL still underwent severe muscle 

atrophy when Gdf5 was largely induced after denervation.  Interestingly, we also found 

decreased AcvrIIB expression (Fig. 3.1D), which was also seen in nerve lesion induced 

denervation5. 

  Noggin, the BMP signaling antagonist, and the inhibitory Smad6 were reported 

to have decreased expression after nerve cut-induced denervation of normal muscle5. 

However, the expression of Noggin and Smad6 stayed unchanged in ERK1/2 DKO SOL 

at all time points examine (Fig.3.1E, F). The lack of downregulation of Noggin and 

Smad6 may also contribute towards the failure of BMP signaling activation in ERK1/2 

DKO SOL. 

Id-1 is directly regulated by Smad1/5/8/4 complex and strongly induced after 

nerve cut-induced denervation8. The protein encoded by Id-1 is able to interact with 

basic HLH containing-transcription factors so as to inhibit DNA binding and 
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transcriptional activities24.  We did not see the increased Id-1 expression in ERK1/2 

DKO SOL at 9weeks (Fig.3.1G), indicating deactivation of BMP signaling. 

It has been reported that several Ser/Thr residues in the linker region of Smad1 

can be phosphorylated by ERK1/2, facilitating binding of the Smad1/5-specific E3 

ubiquitin ligase, Smurf1. Smurf1 degrades Smad1/5/8 through increased ubiquitination 

and interfere their interactions with the nuclear pore complex, leading to lower P-

Smad1/5/8/4 into the nucleus25. As a result, BMP signaling can be inhibited by ERK1/2 

activation25, 26. However, BMP and ERK1/2 pathways can also be synergistic, for 

example, BMP-4 induces hepatoblast differentiation into biliary epithelial cells in 

ERK1/2 dependent manner27. In our experiment, normalized T-smad1/5/8 to -tubulin 

stayed unchanged after ERK1/2 loss in SOL (Fig.3.2D), suggesting ERK1/2 does not 

suppress BMP pathways through smad1 linker phosphorylation in skeletal muscle. 

Although, further examination for ERK1/2-induced phosphorylation in linker region 

may be needed to confirm this result. The unchanged phosphorylation level of 

Smad1/5/8 in ERK1/2 DKO SOL (Fig.3.2C, E) suggests the function of ERK1/2 on 

BMP is probably permissive instead of inhibitory.  

Based on our in vivo experiments, the results below support the idea that ERK1/2 

regulate denervation-induced BMP pathway activation in SOL: (1) unchanged 

expression of smad1/5/8 targeted gene Id-1; (2) unchanged phosphorylation level of 

smad1/5/8; (3) reduced expression of Bmpr1b; (4) unchanged expression of Noggin and 

Smad6. 
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Phosphorylation of the C-terminal region of Smad1/5/8 is required for signaling 

transduction28 and there was no evidence that ERK1/2 is able to do that. Our in vitro 

experiments showed that pharmacologically inhibition of ERK1/2 could not reduce P-

Smad1/5/8 in cultured myotubes, which was induced by BMP4 in both c2c12 and sol8 

myotubes at all time points examined (Fig.3.3D, F). In addition, reduced expression of 

Bmpr1b was not seen (Fig.3.4) in c2c12 myotubes while we did observe it in ERK1/2 

DKO SOL (Fig.3.1C, D). These two experiments suggest that ERK1/2 regulate BMP 

signaling probably through an indirect mechanism, that requires long-term inhibition of 

ERK activity. We could not easily mimic this long-term effect in vitro due to the 

difficulty to maintain myotubes for several days and the rapid turnover of both U0126 

and recombinant BMP4.  ERK1/2 have numerous downstream targets: They can 

indirectly regulate transcription activities by phosphorylating other kinases in the 

cytoplasm (such as 90 kDa Ribosomal Protein S6 Kinases29) and nucleus (such as the 

Mitogen- and Stress-activated Protein Kinases30) or directly phosphorylate 

transcriptional factors (such as c-myc31). Among those ERK1/2 targeted transcription 

factors, c-Jun, c-Fos, and Stat3 are able to bind to the enhancer region of Bmpr1b32 (also 

see Table 3.1). Furthermore, CCAAT/enhancer binding protein α (C/EBPα), an ERK1/2 

phosphorylated transcriptional factor33, is able to bind the promoter region of Bmpr1b32 

(also see Table 3.1). These findings suggest a potential role of these ERK downstream 

genes in Bmpr1b regulation. However, functional experiments are needed to test this 

hypothesis. In addition, unchanged Noggin and Smad6 expression in ERK1/2 DKO SOL 

(Fig.3.1E, F) (decreased expression were observed in nerve transection-induced 
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denervation5) suggest their regulation by ERK1/2 (see Table 3.1). Lastly, Id-1 

expression did not go up in ERK1/2 DKO SOL (Fig.3.1G) and it was probably due to 

low P-Smad1/5/8 level (Fig.3.2C, E). However, we cannot exclude the possibility that 

the expression of Id-1 is regulated by ERK1/2 downstream transcription factors (see 

Table 3.1).  

Daniel Goldman’s group in 2015 observed that Gdf5 knockout in skeletal muscle 

inhibited SOL re-innervation through Dach2-Hdac9 signaling dependent manner13. 

Conversely, Gdf5 over-expression promoted re-innervation. However, whether the better 

re-innervation is due to retrograde signaling from muscle secreted Gdf5 to nerve 

terminal or secondary effect on the muscle itself is not clear. Because both motor neuron 

and muscle express Bmpr1b, the Gdf5 binding BMP type I receptor. In our case, muscle-

specific ERK1/2 DKO in SOL reduces Bmpr1b expression, followed by inactive BMP 

signaling in SOL. Therefore, it is quite possible that the reason for the severe 

denervation in ERK1/2 DKO SOL is not only muscle atrophy but also impaired re-

innervation. Further investigation is required to test this possibility. 
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Genes 

in BMP 

pathway 

ERK1/2 regulated 

transcriptional factors 

that bind to its 

promoter region 

ERK1/2 regulated transcriptional factors that bind to its enhancer regions 

 

Enhancer1 Enhancer2 Enhancer3 Enhancer4 Enhancer5 

Bmpr1b CEBPB JUN JUN, FOS, 
CEBPB, 

STAT3 

- - - 

Id-1 FOS, CEBPB, MYC, 

JUN, ELK1, ETV4, 

STAT3, SP1, CEBPA 

FOS, STAT3, 

CEBPB, JUN 

ELK1, ETV4, 

SP1, FOS, 

CEBPB, 
MYC, 

ETV1, JUN, 

CEBPA 

ELK1, ETV4, 

STAT3, SP1, 

FOS, CEBPB, 
MYC, JUN, 

ETV1, 

CEBPA 

CEBPB, 

MYC, 

JUN, ETV4 

FOS, MYC, 

ETV1, JUN, 

ELK1, 
STAT3 

Noggin CEBPB, CREB, ELK1 FOS, STAT3, 

CEBPB, 

MYC, 
JUN, ETV1 

FOS, STAT3, 

MYC, CEBPB 

FOS, STAT3, 

JUN, CEBPB 

FOS - 

Smad-6 MYC, ELK1, ETV4, 

SP1, CEBPA 

MYC, ETV1, 

ELK1 

FOS, ELK1, 

ETV4, 
STAT3, 

CEBPB, 

MYC, 
JUN 

FOS, CEBPB, 

JUN 

CEBPB, FOS - 

 

Table 3.1. ERK1/2 regulated transcriptional factors that bind to either promoter or 

enhancer region of genes in the BMP pathways.  

 

 

3.5 Materials and Methods 

   Ethics Statement 

           Care and treatment of all animals followed the National Institutes of Health Guide 

for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Institutional 

Animal Care and Use Committee of Texas A&M University under animal use protocols 

2012-168 and 2014-060. 
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Mice and Genotyping 

Generation and genotyping of mice were described previously15. Cre was driven 

by the human α -skeletal muscle actin (Hsa) promoter. Mice deficient in germ line 

ERK1 and myofiber ERK2 came from the following cross: Hsa-Cre+/−; Erk1+/−; Erk2f/f x 

Hsa-Cre−/−; Erk1−/−; Erk2f/f. The genotype of mutant animals (referred in the text as 

DKO mice) was Hsa-Cre+/−; Erk1−/−; Erk2f/f. The genotype of controls was Hsa-Cre−/−; 

Erk1+/?; Erk2f/f. Males and females of all genotypes were used in all experiments. 

Real-Time Quantitative PCR 

Total RNA extraction, reverse transcription, and real-time PCR were performed 

essentially as previously reported15. 200 ng of total RNA per sample was used to 

generate cDNA. Cycle threshold (Ct) values obtained for 18 S rRNA were used to 

equalize differences in total RNA per sample. Transcript level fold-change was 

determined by the 2−DeltaDeltaCt method33 and values were normalized to the Ct values 

obtained for control muscle for each gene. All Taqman primer sets and probes were from 

ThermoFisher/ Life Technologies as follows: 18 S rRNA (4333760 F), Id-1 

(Mm00775963_g1), Gdf5 (Mm00433564_m1), Gdf6 (Mm01222341_m1), Bmpr1a 

(Mm00477650), Bmpr1b (Mm03023971_m1), Bmpr2 (Mm00432134_m1), Acvr1a 

(Mm00431657_m1), Acvr1b (Mm00431664_m1), Noggin (Mm01297833_s1), Smad-4 

(Mm03023996_m1), Smad-6(Mm00484738_m1). 

Western Blotting 

 Muscle or cell lysates were prepared in 25 mM Tris pH 7.4, 95 mM NaCl, 1 mM 

EDTA, 1 mM EGTA, 1% SDS, 10% Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (P8340, Sigma-Aldrich, 
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St. Louis, MO), 5 mM NaF, 2 mM Na3VO4, 2.5 mM Na4P2O7. Protein analysis by 

western blotting was done as described previously10, except 40 μg of total lysate per 

sample was used. The antibody to p-Smad1/5/8 (13820S, Cell Signaling Technology, 

MA) was used at 1:1000. The antibody to T-Smad1/5/8 (NB100-56656SS, Novus 

Biologicals, CO) was used at 1:1000. 

Cell culture, ERK1/2 inhibition and BMP activation 

C2C12 myoblasts were grown on Matrigel in DMEM, 10% FBS, 0.5% chick 

embryo extract, and 50 μg/ml of gentamicin. Sol8 myoblasts were often grown with the 

above medium but using 15% FBS. At confluence, myoblasts were switched into 

differentiation medium (C2DM) containing DMEM, 2.5% horse serum, and 50 μg/ml of 

gentamicin. C2c12 or Sol8 cells were grown and differentiated in a humidified incubator 

at 37 °C, 5%CO2. Myotubes were used for experiments after full differentiation in 

C2DM.  For inhibition of ERK1/2 and activation of BMP signaling, myotubes were 

serum-deprived for 4 hours with DMEM containing 0.1% BSA (serum deprivation 

medium, SDM) and then incubated in 20ng/ml of BMP4 (314-BP R&D systems, MN), 

which was dissolved in SDM, for 1 hour.  Next, ERK1/2 inhibitor, U0126 (U120, 

Millipore Sigma, MO) was diluted with DMSO and added to reach the concentration of 

10 μM for a time series (10mins, 1h, 2hs and 4 hs) until cells were subject to protein 

extraction.  
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE STUDY 

4.1 Contents 

In this chapter, I list some conclusions that result from a previous study1 and 

from chapters II and III. I also propose potential future experiments to further test these 

conclusions. 

 It has been reported that ERK1/2 phosphorylation level in myofibers is quite 

sensitive to the firing pattern of motor neurons2. Schiaffino and colleagues showed that a 

20Hz low-frequency stimulation, which mimics the firing pattern of slow motor neurons, 

could induce the highest ERK1/2 phosphorylation level in denervated rat SOL3. This 

significantly increased ERK activity is thought to promote the transition of fast twitch 

fibers to slow twitch fibers3. In chapter II, we observed that the synaptic AchR / 

subunit switch was somehow delayed (AChR should disappear by 3 weeks after birth in 

SOL2), mostly on type 1 muscle fibers. According to these observations, I may propose 

that increased ERK phosphorylation in slow fibers is also required for meeting the needs 

of higher transcriptional activity of AChRwever, we still do not know whether this 

increase of ERK phosphorylation occur in the entire fiber or mainly in a specific location 

(e.g. sub-synaptic region). High resolution microscopy might be used to visualize and 

localize ERK1/2 phosphorylation when the denervated SOL is given low frequency 

stimulation. Why slow fibers require higher expression of AChR than fast fibers? 

Perhaps, the expression of AChRis sustained in slow fibers, therefore, higher 

AChRexpression is needed to complete the replacement of AChR for AChR. This 
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viewpoint is supported by three facts: (1) The myogenic factor Myogenin has been 

shown to regulate AChR expression through E-box4. (2) Myogenin is selectively 

expressed in slow-twitch muscles5. (3) AChRwas still visible at NMJ in 3-week-old 

SOL while AChR was totally disappeared as early as postnatal 17 days in EDL, TA, 

and STN2. The -containing AChR has longer open time and may increase local calcium 

influx, possibly leading to endplate degeneration and slow-channel-like myasthenia6. In 

addition, the -containing AChR is less stable than the -containing AChR7. This 

delayed AchR / subunit switch might lead to type1 myofiber denervation in mutant 

SOL after postnatal 3 weeks. This hypothesis is a little bit controversial to the 

observation in Chrne−/− mice in which only very mild sign of partial denervation was 

found8, 9. Therefore, processes other than the defective γ /ε -AChR switch also contribute 

to denervation of DKO SOL. We observed significantly lower number of fibers between 

3-6 weeks. This huge muscle fiber loss may cause the remodeling of motor unit size, 

together with the defective γ /ε -AChR switch, eventually leading to denervation of the 

whole muscle. The fiber loss does not seem to be the reason for the severe atrophic 

phenotype in type 1 fibers, because fiber loss is not fiber-type specific. The 

dysregulation of the mitochondrial function, especially the reduced expression of PGC1-

the key regulator of mitochondrial biogenesis10) in SOL but not in TA, could partially 

explain why SOL undergo more severe atrophy than TA. Further experiments need focus 

on the signaling that links ERK1/2 and PGC1-hose experiments are critical, because 

no ERK muscle specific-substrate has been identified until now11. After denervation, 

BMP ligands, Gdf5 and 6, are largely induced12 through Dach2-Hdac9 signaling13. The 
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subsequently increased Smad1/5/8 translocate into the nucleus to regulate BMP 

signaling targeted genes. The regulation of these genes will eventually lead to an anti-

atrophic effect by interacting with Akt-PI3K pathway and inhibiting atrogenes, including 

atrogin1 and MuRF114. In ERK1/2 mutant SOL, expression of GDF5 and 6 was still 

induced as that has been observed in nerve-cut induced denervation of normal muscle14. 

However, the phosphorylation level of Smad1/5/8 did not change perhaps because 

GDF5/6-favored BMP type 1 receptor had reduced expression.  In addition, ERK1/2 

deletion prevented the expression of the negative regulators Noggin and Smad-6 from 

decreasing, leading to even less active BMP signaling. Therefore, BMP signaling cannot 

protect DKO muscle from atrophy. In 2016, Yilmaz et al. reported that the muscle-

specific kinase, Musk is able to promote BMP4 induced-BMP type I activation in a 

Musk kinase activity independent manner15. In addition, in myotubes, Musk stimulated 

the BMP4-induced expression of a large set of genes, including the slow muscle-

enriched genes myosin heavy chain 15 (Myh15). This experiment suggests the 

transcription of fiber type-specific genes can be regulated through BMP signaling. 

Indeed, the ERK1/2 dependent transcription of a specific type of myh gene is regulated 

by BMP signaling in smooth muscle16.  Although deletion of GDF5 alone is sufficient to 

drive worse muscle atrophy in TA and EDL12 (they have very few type 1 fibers), it is 

possible that ERK1/2 regulate the expression of some specific BMP components in type 

1 fibers. Our Real-Time PCR samples were collected from the entire SOL. If the 

hypothesis above is true, samples collected from type 1 fibers might yield a larger 
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reduction of bmpr1b. These two hypotheses suggest deactivation of BMP signaling in 

mutant SOL could potentially contribute to the severe wasting of type 1 fibers.  

Since a defective AChR / subunit switch was observed in our ERK1/2 DKO 

SOL, one of the future studies is to research for molecules that regulate AChR 

/expression at NMJ. Although the hypothesis of the Neuregulin-ERK-GABP-

AchRaxis17-19 has been proposed, several pieces of evidence argue against a major role 

for GABP in the regulation of AChR. Firstly, GABP is expressed broadly throughout 

muscle fibers with only a minor enrichment in the sub-synaptic sites20. Secondly, 

conditional knockout of GABPα in skeletal muscles did not lead to significant muscle 

weakness and atrophy21, 22. In addition, no changes of sub-synaptic gene expression were 

detected in these animals21. Lastly, only minor morphological abnormality of AChR 

clusters was observed22. These recent findings suggest that other ETS transcription 

factors function in the regulation of sub-synaptic gene expression in skeletal muscles. It 

has been reported that Etv-5 (a.k.a. Erm), an ETS-related transcriptional factor, is 

selectively expressed in sub-synaptic nuclei and required for transcriptional regulation of 

many genes normally expressed sub-synaptically, including Chrne 23. Genetic knockout 

of Etv-5 in mice induces muscle weakness, neuromuscular transmission deficits and 

fragmentation at NMJs, and short lifespan, which resemble the genotype of ERK1/2 

DKO mice. In addition, ERK 1/2 phosphorylation is required for Etv-5 expression in 

non-muscle cells24. Our preliminary data showed that inhibition of ERK1/2’s kinase 

activity in C2C12 cells decreased the mRNA level of Etv-5 (A1.). Besides, the mRNA 

level of Etv-5 was reduced in ERK1/2 DKO SOL at 9 weeks (A2.). These two 
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experiments suggest ERK1/2’s kinase activity is required for Etv-5 transcriptional 

regulation in skeletal myofibers. Moreover, it has been reported ERK1/2 is able to 

phosphorylate Etv-5 directly and regulate its DNA binding activity in other systems25-27. 

However, it is still unknown whether this is true in skeletal muscle, especially for the 

expression of Chrne. Future studies need to focus on how ERK1/2 regulate Evt-5 

transcription and whether direct phosphorylation of Etv-5 by ERK1/2 is necessary for 

transcription of Chrne in skeletal muscle.  

For the BMP part, one unaddressed question is whether ERK1/2-regulated BMP 

activation after denervation only occurs in SOL. To test this, we could denervate 

ERK1/2 DKO TA by transecting the sciatic nerve and measure levels and activity of 

BMP signaling components. The reduced Bmpr1b expression and unchanged Noggin 

and Smad6 expressions seem the main reason for inactive BMP signaling, however, 

further experiments need to investigate whether overexpression of these genes could 

rescue the phenotype in mutant SOL.  
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APPENDIX 

 

 

Figure A1. ERK activation regulates Etv-5 expression in vitro. C2C12 myotubes were 

treated with either 10μm U0126 in DMSO or DMSO alone and total RNA was isolated 

at the indicated times thereafter. Real-time PCR for Etv-5 mRNA was done as above. 

Graphed data is normalized to the untreated control at time 0 for each gene. N=5 dishes 

(time 0), n=4 dishes (4 and 8 h). *, p <0.05; **, p < 0.01. (Data generated by Bonnie 

Seaberg in the Rimer Lab) 
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Figure A2. Reduction of Etv-5 mRNA in mErk2CKO and DKO muscle by real-time 

PCR. Chrne mRNA levels in the mErk2CKO and DKO SOL were 0.62 and 0.18-fold 

control levels, respectively (data not shown). N= 5-6, per muscle/genotype. *, p < 0.05; 

**, p < 0.01.  (Data generated by Bonnie Seaberg in the Rimer Lab). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 


